(DISCLAIMER: The views and opinions expressed in this report are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official view or opinion of any agency of the U.S. Government.)

UNCLASSIFIED

OPENING CAVEAT -

~1.) THIS, is a Special Investigation and Report into “WHO” maintains current TACTICAL COMMAND & CONTROL of the US :TITLE-4 FLAG of the FEDERAL GOVERNMENT of “the United States inc.” AND “the united States of America”.

~2.) THIS, Report will outline the FACT that a WAR is raging against the :TITLE-4 FLAG of the FEDERAL-GOVERNMENT of the United States between Great Britain and the :DOCUMENT-CONTRACT-POSTAL-CORPORATION.

FOR THE ATTENTION OF: the US MILITARY SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMUNITY as it is a matter of vital intelligence and great importance that every Soldier comprehend this information and understand how it pertains to not only our National and Global Security, but how it pertains to the continued security and safety of every man’s UNIVERSAL & DIVINELY BESTOWED GOD GIVEN SPIRITUAL HUMAN FREEDOMS all the way across the board here on this planet. --
PERSONAL STATEMENT:

Before I get started I want to make one thing PERFECTLY CLEAR to all of the Federal and/or Special Agents out there working for the Departments that are Good Hearted, Red, White & : Blue Blood Bleeding Americans - DHS, JTTF, FBI, DIA, CTTF, - To my brothers in the Military - To all of my friends in the local Law Enforcement Sector of this Great Nation,...and those also reading this Report... LISTEN UP! – I am NOT Anti-Government, and I am NOT Anti-American Government... and I AM NOT ANTI-AMERICAN. - On the contrary; I'M an American Soldier; and like you, I am a guardian for this Nation. - I love my Flag, my Country, and my Countrymen; and would gladly lay down my life for all,... or any one of them.

I am ANTI-GOVERNMENT CORRUPTION, I am ANTI-GOVERNMENT CORRUPTION, I am ANTI-GOVERNMENT CORRUPTION, and I am, ANTI-CORRUPTION IN GOVERNMENT; and you,...you criminals...you cowards...that crawl this Nation's Hallways and shit all over this Country, and more-so on the cherished Human Freedoms that you label others as Terrorists for openly embracing, in the name of GOD and CHRIST...here in GOD’S [once] beautiful Country... you’re the one’s under surveillance...you’re the ones on the list. (and finally on the run)

I have no problem saying or writing that every aspect of the US Constitution that once tied the united States of America to the Private-Federal Government-Services-Corporation of Great Britain, whether it be in Commerce, or in any other manner under the Heavens, or in Hell itself,...have been officially severed and are by God, dissolved. – I have no problem saying, “that” entire aspect of that Federal Government is dissolved here in the United States / the united States of America, because I know that it is... and so do you; all of you do. But make no mistake, your days are numbered. I love my Country and Love my Government. It’s the Greatest System of Government ever erected on Earth... though it be built by man. ...Built by man it was, but it was directed by GOD as to how it should be built... and don’t you ever forget that “His Government” Of the People, by the People, and for the People... WAS BUILT FOR GOD by the People here in this Great Nation,... and it shall not perish from the face of this Earth... but you will....You all will. (Cockroaches!)

END-
I’m going to tell you one of the most courageous American stories that I’ve ever heard in my entire life. [and]

This is an American story that revolves around a single act of courage that carries with it the very spirit of resistance that eternally presides in the very soil of this Nation and runs effectually through the blood of every last American born here; that “Spirit of Resistance” is further represented by our Nation’s :TITLE-4 Flag.

This was an act of bravery that I do not encourage anyone else to attempt to follow, by any means... but this was definitely, if not defiantly, the most courageous act of American Spirit and bravery ever displayed by an individual since the American Revolution itself. And I also happen to think that what he did for this Nation was beyond an act of bravery, it was damn Heroic.

Another reason for my bringing this story forward again, is that I might beseech the Command Level Authority of the United States and the United States of America to re-examine and re-evaluate the actions conducted by this individual; actions that are being kept from the Country and the People of this Great Nation.. if not the world,

I am doing ALL OF THIS – to include, and beginning with, my last 3-Reports - because not only does it call for another re-examination as well as a re-evaluation of what he’s done... to current date, - but it damn deserves one.

This is an opportunity to re-evaluate the actions of this man and to take the time, with the understanding that we have now for who this person is, that we all might come to better understand what his true volition was/ls. - What was it that inspired this man into such great action?

More importantly – Why did Bush and Clinton treat this man – who obviously loves his Country – with such irreverence for Acting IN DEFENSE and IN DEFIANCE, AS ANY AMERICAN WOULD, of and for, the potential surrender and capture of his
Nation’s Flag, his people, and his Country? (!) - Actions speak louder than words Gentlemen.

His intention was to stop, what he saw, as a clandestine insurrection and Foreign Internal National Security Threat that – at that time - was in action and being orchestrated from within the walls of our Government by Executives whom have been working in theater with the IMF/Banks for decades, and conspiring through Bankruptcies and Bank-Fraud, to surrender and capture this Nation, its Flag, and its people, back over and into the Monarchical hands of the Crown.

And since that cold faithful day on the 2nd of November, 1999 here in the United States of America, we have had a Good Man... no, an American.. a Countrymen,... Someone who actually gave/gives a shit about this Nation... A Patriot, standing outside in the cold, that by all rights should not be.... And I’m asking you... MY MILITARY BROTHERS OF THIS GREAT NATION...(!) and,. Mr. President Donald John Trump,. to please take another look at what’s happened here... For if not out of the goodness of your Hearts, then for National Clarification, and Re-evaluation of the Questionably poor Executive Actions taken in the WRONGFUL MISALIGNMENT, MISIDENTIFICATION and CLASSIFICATION, BY (ONE) OF THIS NATION’S Former Executive Hands to-wit, who has this Man, to whom this Nation owes an eternal debt of gratitude, :Russell-Jay: Gould, void of Allied Treaty and Internationally Identified, vindictively as an – “AGENT OF A FOREIGN POWER”.

{which is not completely wrong; however,.Mis/unaligned-port-less}

Whereby, in contrast and by all rights, AS he is NO FOE, he did willfully risk his own life in his Actions to Protect and Defend this Nation, its Flag, and his Countrymen, from a very real preconceived Foreign Internal Conspiracy and National Security Threat with the potentiality to overthrow and surrender the Sovereignty and Government of this Great Nation!

A Sovereignty and a Government that none of us are willing to give up, or surrender.

Now this has been one hell of a ride and nothing short of phenomenal... And it’s taken me a while to have arrived at this point to understand all of what :Russell-Jay: Gould has accomplished on Earth: what it is that he is doing here... and exactly what it is globally that he is building, that GOD Himself is responsible for allowing to be set up.

I KNEW NOTHING ABOUT WHAT :Russell had done in 1999 until close to 2010.. that now – ALONG WITH THESE REPORTS, SHOULD TURN THE LIGHTS ON IN THE ROOM FOR THIS ENTIRE NATION so that you all can finally see what in the world is going on here that Is being kept from you.
And this report... well... all 3-Reports for that matter – up to this point – have been that of a Lonely Hero’s story; if not more-so, a completely misunderstood Hero’s Story; and that’s just how it is. – That’s because his [:Russ] sadness comes from everyones misunderstanding for what it is that he is doing here in this world that GOD is actually allowing him to do for everyone in the world around him.

This has also absolutely been the most exciting, if not epic Human story that has ever been globally cataloged and followed by the National Security Council, because they’re watching all of this. And it has borne witness to some of the most monumental National and Global Security take-downs and captures ever conducted by any one man ever cataloged within the written annals of National, or Global History anywhere on this planet.

All of what I have witnessed come to pass over the last 18 years has been.. biblical in comprehension.. and decree; it’s just been..almost unbelievable. And the fact that not one person seems to give a damn about any of it, has me as baffled as a Chinese Coon-dog trying to use chop-sticks to eat an uncut Watermelon. – I just can not, for the life of me, figure out, what in the world is going on with the people in this Country. - Is anyone awake?! - OR DOES ANYONE NOT SEE WHAT GOD IS DOING!?...Does anybody even.. read the Bible anymore?

:Russell-Jay: Gould, is the legally registered copyright &: patent holder/owner of the ;TITLE-4 G-SPEC Federal Flag for the United States of America. They beat the living HELL out of him FOR NINE MONTHS trying to force him to surrender it back over to them... and he told them right to their faces what they could go do.... And so... they beat the living hell out him.. a little more for that... and they beat him a little more... As well as starved him...almost to his death,...and proceeded to beat the living hell out of him just a little bit more. I mean this guy took the BEATING... of his life.... for this Nation. - A beating NO OTHER MAN, HAS EVER., WOULD EVER., NOR WILL EVER., TAKE FOR THIS COUNTRY.

GEORGE BUSH (both of them) are COLOSTOMY BAGS and WOULDN'T LIFT A FINGER FOR THIS NATION...other than to tear it down for the NWO agenda, and your asses can count on it. Bush Sr. is a dirty criminal. One of the VERY ONES, that had :Russell, physically beaten....Chastised, cursed-out, belittled, berated, And so poorly kept.. they tortured the shit out of him.. and he still never quit.

So, in my eyes.... And as far as I'm concerned... :COMMANDER: Gould, is MORE of a Commander in Chief for this Nation than any of the rest of the Cowards.. CRIMINALS, and Crooks that we've had up there in the past 25 **ing YEARS that have been Acting and PRETENDING TO BE a commander! ...Traitors..and Cowards, every last one.

:Russell’s ACTUALLY BEEN TO WAR FOR THAT FLAG... and won. That’s got to hurt... huh Bush... how about you Clinton... you child endangerment poster-boy.
(Many say our hopes and prayers are now with Trump; it all rests in his hands in this last hour. but are his hands capable?

\[USC :TITLE-4 FLAG-REPORT: \]

SPECIAL INVESTIGATION AND REPORT

- FOR IN THE DEFENSE OF -

[THE TITLE-4 FEDERAL-FLAG for the Government of the UNITED STATES of AMERICA:]

THE THANKS FOR BEING A HERO

(12 AUG 1999 – 02 NOV 1999)

UNCLASSIFIED

Those of you tracking my reports will be briefed-in on what I have been broadcasting that has taken place here in the United States and the united States of America, that everyone should be very, VERY aware of; and if you’re not, you need to be.

To bring you (the reader) up to speed concerning the subject matter that these reports are based on and around, is the fact that on 2 NOV 1999, the CONTRACT-DOCUMENT, - **[US CONSTITUTION-POSTAL-ACCORD/COMMERCE-TREATY]** - **- "US CONSTITUTION"** - between the 50 Territorial united States and the “United States inc.”, had Officially come to a Legal and Lawful End, and was Closed-Out.

“What does that mean?... So he can’t deliver the Mail?; ... and who cares??”

The ENTIRE WORLD, to include you, SHOULD BE GOING APE-SHIT over the MAGNITUDE of this SHOW-STOPPING INFORMATION; and the FACT that almost no one is, sends up A MASSIVE GLOBAL RED FLAG ABOUT THE SIZE OF JUPITER. TIME TO WAKE UP PEOPLE. == Here’s how it all unwrapped; and as a matter of fact, I am hereby re-issuing this information as a matter of National Security and classifying it as a National Security Alert.

UNCLASSIFIED

THIS IS A NATIONAL SECURITY ALERT

ALERT – It is imperative that this information and the reality and magnitude of its global ramifications be fully comprehended by everyone reading this report. To make sure that this information is fully understood and contemplated it will be broken
down and reviewed, to assure that the magnitude of devastation by what had taken place on 2 NOV 1999, is FULLY comprehended; and that the ramifications that have since ensued, are also recognized and finally realized by the reader as a VICTORY that is being kept from them, and the Entire World.. Yet our Flag is under grave attack.

**THIS IS THE MOST DEVASTATING HISTORICAL EVENT IN THE “UNITED STATES”**

BUT THE GREATEST VICTORY IN THE HISTORY OF **“the united States of America”**

**- NATIONAL SECURITY ALERT -**

HISTORICAL CAVEAT:

I’m injecting: page-# 46; of Operation Education into this report to provide the Time-Line required to bring new readers up to speed.

(BEGINNING)-

**THE FACT** of the matter is that we are all on **Time-Tables** here on this planet. Time-tables that run on 7 year National and 70 year International bankruptcies. These bankruptcies have controlled the planet for the last 6,500 years in all countries.

In 1775 when the 13 Colonies won their freedom from Great Britain, they were not only penniless but they were bankrupt; owing France to the tune of 1.6 Million Francs. War rages for Seven (7) years. In 1782, they now owe (2-M) Two-Million Francs to the French.

So, the 13 Colonies file for **DOMESTIC bankruptcy**, as they were not only broke, but war torn as well. **On 17 SEPT 1789**, the united States cannot pay back, the NOW, Three-Million francs, so **England/“Rothschild”** goes ahead and buys the note, throwing the united States into a 70 year **INTERNATIONAL Bankruptcy**.

Back to **17 SEPT 1789**, add 70 years: Now, NO LAW becomes legal for 90 days.

From 17 SEPT, plus a 45 day Trust-Law, plus a 3-day Rescission Act, is the day of the bombing of Fort Sumter in **1860 and the Civil War starts**.

Add 70 years, **2 NOV 1929**. Presidential Election Day, the united States announces that it’s coming out of it’s **INTERNATIONAL Bankruptcy**. It is called the Year of Jubilee, the forgiving of all debts. However, a **5-Day Rule applies**.
England alerted the United States of the 5-Day Rule, stating that before they were able to close the Banks and Credit-Unions, all banks and Credit-Unions must be given a 5-day notification of the closure.

The notice to all Banks and Credit-Unions that they are going to close all banks and Credit-Unions on **2 Nov 1929**, was posted on **29 Oct 1929**, **the day the stock-market crashed**, initiating the **Great Depression**.

The Dollar was only worth **10-cents globally**.

**Alert Caveat:** The stock-market crash of 1929 was also an orchestrated interdict over commerce by the Papacy and enacted through the actions of 3 Irish-Roman-Catholic Men: Benjamin Strong, Tom Bragg, and the illustrious Knight of Malta, Joseph P. Kennedy, who were the **“Short-sellers”** of the crash. After the interdict, commerce resumed with strictly paper currency; a commercial instrument. Because paper currencies are nothing more than indulgences of the Pope of Rome to engage in commerce, they are backed by nothing, and they are redeemable by nothing.

**Continuing:** ...'

So the Bankruptcy was retroactively renewed to **17 Sept 1929**, add 45-day Trust-Law and you get **2 Nov 1929**. Add another **70 years** and we arrive at, **2 Nov 1999**.

Remember the Florida CHADS? – The Florida Ballots had to be hand-counted and it took **exactly 90 days**. – Why?

Due to the unique circumstances of this International Bankruptcy, not only does no law become legal for 90 days... but also,... * ALL FORMER LAWS EVER ENACTED BY THE AUTHORIZATIONS OF THAT FORMER DEFUNCT SERVICES CONTRACT ARE NOW OFFICIALLY NULL AND VOID, SUSPENDED AND FOREVERMORE DISSOLVED AND ARE AS NON-EXISTENT AS THE FORMER CONTRACT. Here is the LEGAL EVIDENCE of the entire Reorganization Act of the whole dang system... all due to what :Russ did. – ALL OF IT.

**Title 5 -
**

**Reorganization of Government Structure**

**This is Great Britain’s Government Services Corp. Officially refusing to vacate its post and further staying on board to rebuild and modify the former government system.**

**Basically they had no choice because it dissolved with the bankruptcy, (just like :Russ said) and :Russ, had just mirrored the entire government system in quantum, making it a factual government.**
SYSTEM ON HIS END. - SO THEY KEPT IT A SECRET FROM THE PEOPLE AND REBUILT IT, AND PUT :Russ, ON TRIAL (in jail) FOR 9 MONTHS TO KEEP HIM QUIET.

But what really took place was this: When it was found on that fateful morning that :Russell, had legally and lawfully filed a Patent and a Copyright on the :TITLE-4 G-SPEC FEDERAL FLAG for this Nation’s Private Corporate Executive Federal Services Apparatus with the United Nation’s, he then used it to substantiate and establish his own Sovereign Private Federal Government Services Corporation in Quantum. President Clinton – whom was half-way around the world with the National Security Council – was immediately alerted. - That group immediately shredded all :Title-4 Contracts between themselves and the now FLAG-LESS Corporate US.

So, during that unique time, the I.R.S. ceased to exist, the FEDERAL Government ceased to exist, and all of the contracts between the 50 States and the “Federal Government Services Corporation”, aka. the “United States inc.”, operating out of the Federal Postal Services Location in the District of Columbia, had legally come to an end, were Closed-out, and LAWFULLY VACATED and LEGALLY DISSOLVED. – The 50 States are FINALLY once again...Free.

With the closeout of the Third and Final International Bankruptcy the “Federal Government Services Corporation”, had to vacate its Postal Contracting Ability as the Post Office for that Corporation. It was for this reason that the U.S. Military, under the Universal-Postal-Union, was ordered to DEF-CON 2 as a precautionary tactic should the united States of America be invaded....

** READY FOR, “The Shadow Government” ??

** HERE IT IS: - YOUR FIRST Corporate President of the United States, George W. Bush was Appointed on Tuesday, November 7, 2000

AND THAT – My fellow American’s... is what we have all been told. - But, it’s not the whole truth, because its not the entire story... What you are reading now, is the entire story. – The United States presidential election of 2000 was the 54th quadrennial presidential election. It was held on Tuesday, November 2, 1999, yes. – But the Inauguration of George W. Bush, wasn’t until January 03, 2001. Which was over a year later.

That is because it took Congress that long just to get enough paperwork into place to substantiate a Government apparatus to attach him to.

- AND THEY NEVER TOLD ANY OF US, ABOUT ANY OF IT –
The list of Acts of the 106th United States Congress includes all Acts of Congress and ratified treaties by the 106th United States Congress, which lasted from January 3, 1999 to January 3, 2001. – Remember when they were busting their asses and worked right through Christmas?! - I do.

HOW ABOUT THAT FOR A SHOCKER!?

END HISTORICAL CAVEAT -

:SUSC :TITLE-4 FLAG REPORT:
SPECIAL INVESTIGATION AND REPORT

** HOW IT ALL WORKED ITSELF OUT **

The big question is – How could, or how did it ALL just Close like that??

Those of you familiar with the material in my reports know that, it doesn’t just close, but rather, it is briefly shut down and reset as one Contract comes to a close and another takes its place. EVERYTHING, EVERYTHING, EVERYTHING IS CONTRACT!

So the big secret behind this disaster was that, long ago, when these Tyrants kicked this big idea of theirs off to “Capture the united States”, they didn’t (or couldn’t) adjust the fact that the original “Postal-Time-Line” set into place after the American Revolution by the King, with the signing of the US CONSTITUTION, didn’t, and wasn’t going to line-up accordingly in a manner that would allot for the “Continuance of the Evidence” in the Time-Lines for the “Federal-Postal-Services-Location” (DC Post-Office) to be kept Contractually Secured.

But with this agreement between the Bank & the Crown there was an internal design to surrender this entire Nation back over to the crown, via’ a fraudulent bankruptcy. (3 actually) Which is Standard Operating Procedure for these guys as it is part of their old Feudalistic warfare system; Conquering and Ailing!

That is because the International Bankruptcy Contract “Time-Line” was going to expire, 18-Days before the Federal-Postal-Service Contract “Time-Line”.

This meant that the King was going to have to Surrender the Domicile at that Federal-Postal-Services location in DC and VACATE the position of the POST
BEFORE he could “RE-UP” his Federal-Postal-Services-Contract as the POSTMASTER GENERAL for the United States.

Because, the BANKRUPTCY time-line closed first (by 18 days) he was Legally and Lawfully EVICTED AND DISMISSED as Postmaster General and because he couldn’t refile the Contract – **WHICH WAS THE US CONSTITUTION ITSELF PEOPLE!** – he had no CONTRACT TO REFILE!! - IT – WAS – OVER! - …Hello?! (Got it now?)

THE BRITISH DO NOT OWE US 19 ENUMERATED SERVICES OF ANYTHING SINCE 2 NOV 1999! (Track)

– THIS, was huge! – HUGE-HUGE! - **SHOW STOPPING HUGE!!**

Okay, so then... here comes 2 NOV 1999, and here’s what REALLY HAPPENED.

Keep reading. -

BANKRUPTCY CAVEAT

“End of the 3rd and Final International Bankruptcy of “the United States inc.”

**Title 11 of the United States Code,** also known as the United States Bankruptcy Code, is the source of bankruptcy law in the United States Code. Title 11 is subdivided into nine chapters. It used to include more chapters, but some of them have since been repealed in their entirety. The nine chapters are:[2]

- Chapter 1: General Provisions
- Chapter 3: Case Administration
- Chapter 5: Creditors, the Debtor and the Estate
- **Chapter 7:** Liquidation
- **Chapter 9 :** Adjustment of Debts of a Municipality
- **Chapter 11:** Reorganization
- **Chapter 12:** Adjustment of Debts of a Family Farmer or Fisherman with Regular Annual Income
- **Chapter 13:** Adjustment of Debts of an Individual with Regular Income
- **Chapter 15:** Ancillary and Other Cross-Border Cases

Chapter 7: Liquidation
413,294560,015819,362

Chapter 11: Business reorganization
5,199697,111785
LOOK AT THE COST OF THIS THING !!!


Acts include public and private laws, which are enacted after being passed by Congress and signed by the President. However, if the President vetoes a bill it can still be enacted by a two-thirds vote in both houses. The Senate alone considers treaties, which are ratified by a two-thirds vote.

END CAVEAT -

CONTINUING


~a.) - (This is the King of Great Britain’s Private Federal Government Services Corporation based in DC) -

~2.) - WAS FORCED TO SURRENDER and VACATE its Physical Federal Postal Services Position/Location along with its National &: Global Standing and Recognition, as the

~a.) “United States inc. Private Federal Postal Service Provider” for “the united States of America’s 50 States” - in compliance with – TITLE 39; Sec.101, sub.(a), (b) - “All Post-Offices must have a valid Constitution [contract] on file.” - AND HE DID NOT HAVE ONE!

~3.) - and along with “it” - ("IT" - is the US Constitution).

~a.) the Office of President (The Trust) was Surrendered and closed, along with (the President as the “Middle-Man” between G.B. &: the US)

~b.) the Kings “Banking &: Postal-Shipping” ability here in the US and his

~c.) control over the movements (more-so, control) of our Military.

~d.) and our International Commerce, to include his own, here in this quadrant of the World...
~e.) it had all come to an end and was CLOSED.

This is where the King (GB) jacked his International Postal Time-lines up in 1999 and wound-up having to wait for the FLORIDA “CHADS” to play out before he could “RE-FILE” his paperwork as the Postmaster-General for DC – And when he did this, he lost “continuance” in his Banking & Postal “SHIPPING” Time-lines, and because he stepped out of position and had to wait for the International Banking Time-lines to start over, he lost “Continuance” of Tactical Command & Control, in not just his position there, but at his Global Seat at the head of the World Table as the Reigning Monarch on the Planet; and also lost Tactical-Command & Control at that location in DC as the POSTMASTER-GENERAL and therefore, for that Entire Quadrant of the World. Which is a very sizable chunk [amount] of Money, Power, and Control.

(THE SECRET “WHY” OF THIS IS REVEALED AT THE END OF THIS REPORT)

So he then had to Vacate [leave] for 18 days to let the International Time-Lines reset themselves. So they whipped-up a “recount” on the Florida Votes, remember? Bush & Gore: “the Florida Chads!” It was a side-show to keep you all distracted... and so the FED even took a 3-Week Vacation; remember... they all left DC for “vacation” too. (go back and check it)... AND Great Britain... it was blindsided too... it got clobbered by all of this,... ... because he never even saw :Russell, coming!

At 120 days out from 2 NOV 1999, :COMMANDER: Russell-Jay: Gould, (American Hero) saw the King's International Bankruptcy Time-Line coming to an end, and after a quick study, he knew that the King had jacked the Time-Lines up on his end with the International Postal Authorizations for the Certification of the Capturing of American Commerce with the US Constitution-Contract-Documents; because the Bankruptcy Time-Line closed out first....

So because he couldn’t re-file his Postal Paperwork back in at DC before the Bankruptcy closed out.... ... he was going to have to surrender the Domicile... and Vacate the Office of the POST &: wait for another 18 days before he could re-file again as Postmaster General for that Federal Postal Services Location in the United States... ... ... and :Russell, knew it.

So, :FEDERAL-POSTAL-JUDGE, :POSTMASTER-GENERAL: Gould, checks himself and then he checks with God... and after a moment of reckoning, jumps up and goes for it. – He grabs :FEDERAL-POSTAL-JUDGE: David-Wynn: Miller, as a witness and heads to the Pentagon to ask them to produce a Patent and/or a valid Copyright on the :TITLE-4 FEDERAL FLAG for the Government of the United States, but the
point was moot. The Pentagon didn’t possess one; and :Russell had already filed for both, the copyright and the patent. ... and with that, went down to the United Nations and legged it in as his own Flag; carrying with it,... all of the Authorizations that constitute a Nations existence. (BTW – he already had the Great Seal well before this – yea..)

And in the most Machiavellian move ever conducted in the history of this planet, substantiated his own Global Government System with the :TITLE-4 Federal Government Flag of the United States; disqualified ALL of the FICTION-GRAMMAR Contracts once “ATTACHED” to it and RE-CONSTITUTED ALL OF THEM – and the FLAG – AND RE-FILED ALL OF IT IN QUANTUM-GRAMMAR AT THE UN.. And when asked by the UN – since all of the land on Earth was already occupied and/or already claimed by other peoples – “what land did he choose as his land?” – The reply given was:... “We choose the Land of the Court during the time of the Contract”.

THIS, made him (and David-Wynn: Miller) Sovereigns [Monarchs/Kings], by their own right and provided them with the highest & most powerful Court on the Planet.

** Part III—General Provisions **

“31. The flag prescribed by Executive Order No. 10798 of January 3, 1959, shall be the official flag of the United States until July 4, 1960, and on that date the flag prescribed by Part I of this order shall become the official flag of the United States;”

NOW, YOU MUST REMEMBER,. The Devils entire Contract System - that he rules this world and everything in it with – is the “International Admiralty and Maritime Law of the Sea”, which is THE EXACT SAME CONTRACT SYSTEM that :FEDERAL-POSTAL-JUDGE: David-Wynn: Miller and :Commander &: CHIEF: Russell-Jay: Gould, have proven to the world is a Global System based on grammar-fraud, and in conjunction with the Birth-Certificate, Bank-Fraud as well. THIS IS THE VERY SYSTEM, that :Commander: Gould DISQUALIFIED AS FRAUD and THEN REBUILT THE ENTIRE SYSTEM IN QUANTUM and filed a COPYRIGHT and PATENT on it; and with that, NO ONE ELSE ON PLANET EARTH CAN USE IT, without :COMMANDER: Gould’s, Authorization. - And RIGHT NOW, NO ONE DOES. This is why he is the Global Commander &: Chief.

He then, 93 days out, turns around and rapidly files all of his authorizations as a Sovereign in at the SOON TO BE VACANT, Federal Postal Position in Washington, DC as the New POSTMASTER-GENERAL for the Country.... All the while holding tight to the Tactical Command &: Control of the :TITLE-4 Federal Government Flag of the United States; of which he was now the legal &: lawful owner of,... with the SEAL and the SEAT of Government for his own Nation, right in the very palm of his hand... ... And he waits. – ... Impatiently.
THIS GUY IS A HERO.

(This is a Special Caveat)
I was personally told by :COM: Gould, that on that day... only a short while after sending all documents off to capture and save our Nation from a Secret Plan to Surrender it... he shared with me that moment... upon his return, that he walked into the bed-room of his Grand Mother,... and fell onto his knees with his face buried in the carpet, he chuckled,... and started to cry.... - He thought to himself... and spoke: “Dear GOD... did I just do that...? : Did you just let me Capture my Nations Flag and save my Country... ? Wherewith.. his Heart leapt with the answer, and again, he fell to his face and started to weep... END.

Because :Russell,... he’s been working at this see,... he’s been working at this and he saw this thing coming from a mile away.... when no-one else did... ... he was waiting;... ... he’s been waiting on this like the Lion... and he’s been watching this thing come for 120-days... and for 120-days he’s watching the paperwork... and he’s watching the time-lines... and he’s watching... ...Praying... ...You see, he’s been waiting on this day his whole life... ... waiting for this day to come to him... ..Praying to GOD that it would. – ... And now... ... it’s here, ... and he’s licking his chops! ...Just Chomping at the bit!

And on 2 NOV 1999, when all of the dust had settled and the “CHADS” were over,... The King got a phone call... and on that day, due to the FACT – THE QUANTUM-GRAMMAR-FACT - ... POSTMASTER-GENERAL: Russell-Jay: Gould (IS) the only FACTUAL POSTMASTER-GENERAL ON Planet Earth, with a Real and FACTUAL, legitimate Contract-Treaty-Document, that was 100% legally compliant across the board with: a VALID U.S. TITLE-39 (sec. 101, sub-sec – a. b.) that states - “All Post-Offices must have a valid Constitution on file.”.

And with that,... While PROUDLY CLUTCHING The :TITLE-4 FLAG of his Country, for the People of his Nation, he captures not just the OFFICE of the POST as the New POSTMASTER-GENERAL for the United States, but he Captures the SEAL and the SEAT as The New Sovereign Host of the North American Continent and NEW Federal Government Contract Postal Services Provider seizing Command and Control of Commerce for “the United States inc.” and “the u/United States of America”; this as well, placed him in charge of the entire Corporate Federal Government Services Apparatus in Washington DC; which should have relinquished Tactical Command &: Control of the Nation and it’s Military back over to him and into the hands of the People of this Great Nation.

The Fact that he pulled this off and “they” - (and I’m talking NWO, BAD-PEOPLE) – didn’t kill him for it... is a testimony to it’s ordained decree; the same divine spiritual
providence that gracefully interceded for GEN. Washington, time and again,… and 
that still intercedes Gracefully for this Nation today…

**THIS** – THIS is what :Russell-Jay: Gould has brought back and given to the People of the united States of America; HE HAS GIVEN YOU YOUR OWN SEAT!!

Once, only a Plantation, a Corporate Charter…But NOW, A - TRUE – SOVEREIGN – NATION LIKE NEVER BEFORE.

4 U.S. Code § 71 - Permanent seat of Government
All that part of the territory of the United States included within the present limits of the District of Columbia shall be the permanent seat of government of the United States.

72 Public offices; at seat of Government
All offices attached to the seat of government shall be exercised in the District of Columbia, and not elsewhere, except as otherwise expressly provided by law.

73 - Same; removal from seat of Government
In case of the prevalence of a contagious or epidemic disease at the seat of government, the President may permit and direct the removal of any or all the public offices to such other place or places as he shall deem most safe and convenient for conducting the public business.

Part III—General Provisions

. 31. The flag prescribed by Executive Order No. 10798 of January 3, 1959, shall be the official flag of the United States until July 4, 1960, and on that date the flag prescribed by Part I of this order shall become the official flag of the United States; but this section shall neither derogate from section 24 or section 25 of this order nor preclude the procurement, for executive agencies, of flags provided for by or pursuant to this order at any time after the date of this order.

. 32. As used in this order, the term “executive agencies” means the executive departments and independent establishments in the executive branch of the Government, including wholly-owned Government corporations.

**WHICH**, in their totality include;

§ 101. Executive departments

**The Executive departments are:** * The Department of State. * The Department of the Treasury. * The Department of Defense. * The Department of Justice. * The Department

§ 102. Military departments

The military departments are: * The Department of the Army. * The Department of the Navy. * The Department of the Air Force. –

THIS,.... and all that comes along with it is what :COMMANDER &: CHIEF: Russell-Jay: Gould, has brought back and given to the People of this Nation.

By GOD, through :Russell, GOD has made the United States of America a TRUE NATION. A True Nation like the Founding Fathers intended it to be. Wherewith it is FREE to establish a foundation from whence to base a National Currency upon, Mint its own Coinage, and engage and participate in the Enterprise of Global Commerce; void of any and all other ties or Imperial entanglements to the Monarchs or Dictators of the World.

For those of you who are waiting on a sign from GOD to show you the way out... did not the Lord say,... and in those days, for those whom I have chosen shall I open a door that they might escape those things that are to come upon the Earth?

TRUE SOVEREIGN NATION STATUS; like nothing we've ever seen before. One Nation... Under GOD...

This took a lot of courage.... A lot of courage Gentlemen. ... Just because the Post Office up in Russia is going to be vacant in three days while they wait for a new banking time-line to kick off doesn’t mean that I’m going to run up in there with my Rebel Flag (or file on theirs) and try to plant it in that location and then tell everyone – hey guess what everybody, I’m your new paper-target!... (Ooops.) POSTMASTER. - That’s a good way to get your ass shot! -

So we know that he had a little anxiety; and as a matter of fact, he told me that he did. Because I had asked him about that, I asked; - “After you filed for it, what were you thinking?”...He looked at me quick with a smile, and said; - “I was scared... I didn’t know what they were gonna do.” - It was a sober moment, I can tell you that much. It was still just as sober when he told me too, because I could see it in his eyes; ... and I felt it. It was no joke. Nothing’s a joke Gentlemen. Not at our level.
Same with him. :Russ, is solid; he knows – his – stuff. If he didn’t, or hadn’t... he wouldn’t be here...

What’s more so astounding is that later, and upon further review of all of this, it comes out that :Russell’s Quantum-Grammar Interface is supported by an Elementals-Chart and Periodic-Table that is so genius in its construction and function, that it folds into a Triangle (TRINITY) &: unfolds to a Tetrahedron, that in its function to formulate a fact in relation to its weights &: measures, an [IN]-FINITE-LOOP is formed simultaneously, so that it creates a FACT in both directions, just like the GRAMMAR. (I might not be perfectly clear in my description here, but basically it’s correct.)

He’s the only guy on the Planet that has a valid and FACTUAL MATHEMATICALLY CERTIFIABLE REFERENCE POINT FOR HIS SYSTEM OF THE GLOBAL-WEIGHTS AND MEASURES, THAT IS, INDEED A FACT. And since he is the only one who can create a TRUE FACT in his sums & differences, and no one else can, (AND THAT’S A FACT) he captured all Banking on planet Earth. Its not a secret, the IMF/WORLD BANK all know and that’s a fact.

All banking based on the Birth-Certificate System is a fiction-based banking system made up right out of thin air. There’s no tangibility in a paper contract that – void of closure to the mother, where upon with her signature an infant is enslaved – without her general knowledge or consent, likewise with the child. It’s a Fraud; full-blown and in more ways than one.

That’s the better end of this. On the other side of the coin here’s what this thing looks like.

So when :Russell filed his SOVEREIGN NATION STATUS with the United Nations along with the :TITLE-4 FLAG, that is now the “Center Piece” of his Federal Government Authorizations, he turned around with the world in the palm of his hand, and used his brand new global system to situate himself to keep the “continuance of the evidence” in place for the Post-Office at that location valid and running - and stop it from closing. – And in this effort kept commerce for the United States from shutting down, and for his own consideration as the new POSTMASTER-GENERAL for that same location in his dash to save the Nation. - Here’s where the “RUB” comes in....

Instead of Bill Clinton rushing to get to :Russell, to tell him thank you, and; - “Hey the Nation owes you a great debt of gratitude,... your Country can’t ever thank you enough.. ..you can keep the ownership on the flag..... but we are going to need your release of it to the nation”.... (something to this affect) ....”But it will always belong to your family ..... we’re gonna set your family up for this..... school,... etc.”. [after a
credential review) ... “hey :Russ, we have a nice job, if you’re interested.”. (providing
the Postmaster-General was off the table) ....” we’re going to present you with a
Medal of the highest order for a Civilian.... or have you one custom made..... this
has NEVER HAPPENED BEFORE IN RECORDED HISTORY THUS FAR AS WE HAVE
COME SINCE THE FLOOD. ...."but we’ve got you Sir, great job!” --- BUT NO...
That’s not what, or how he was received, or how any of this was treated..., at all.

And “THAT”,(more than likely) is how we would have been treated and is what we
would have expected to receive, (as Soldiers) were we to have preformed in some
herioic way, considered, or recognized as an act, “Above and Beyond the Call” of
duty... or something like that whereby, with our action(s) in response to such a call,
(ASSUMING AS HE DID) THAT OUR LEADERS WERE ACTUALLY, HONEST AND
DESCENT, GOOD-GUYS...our Nation was spared in the EXACT same MANNER and
EXACTLY AS :Russell, HIMSELF, DID IN FACT and INDEED SAVE and/or SPARE
IT.

Trust me. I know it,... and so do all of the other GOOD-GUYS out there that serve in
our Nations Military... we know. You do not do something like that to someone
unless “They are the Enemy” OR; unless you are a douche-bag and you’re trying to
cover something up that you were doing wrong yourself.

This was all handled poorly by Bush and Clinton, and you know it. Because good-
guys – AMERICAN PATRIOTS - don’t treat each other this way, and would have
NEVER treated someone – AN AMERICAN PATRIOT - trying to do the RIGHT THING,
- OF THIS MAGNITUDE - the way that ;Russell, - AN AMERICAN PATRIOT - was
treated.

And knowing what we all know now about the NWO, the BUSH’S, the Clinton’s
Obama, Sorose, Kissinger, Rockefeller,... good God, all the CRIMINALS, I mean,
where does all of this madness end with the Global NWO Crime Syndicate and their
“Global” attempt to enslave us all to their bull-shit end? It’s not surprising that
Clinton and Bush did this to ;Russell. What surprised me is that the Joint Chiefs of
Staff let Bush and Clinton do this to him; and quite frankly, it pisses me off.

Bill Clinton, NWO Crony/Henchman, Globalist, Cocaine & Weapons Runner, used
car salesman, Lackey and Knight of Columbus, and his buddy G. W. Bush - Mr.
Skull &: Bones CIA-Top man, Mr. NWO - instantly painted and framed ;Russell out
to be some kind of “nut-job-fanatic” whom was under the delusional impression that
as Federal Postal Contracts of that stature expire, they’re open to a “LOTTERY”
type of “Snatch &: Grab”, first-come, first-serve, winner-winner chicken-dinner,
“CAPTURE of the LOCATION” for those whom have gotten their contract-
documents filed into the location first, and in doing so, have beaten everyone else to
the punch as well. ..so to speak.
Whereby, with your “Capture” of that Position, with your legal “filing” for its location, you’re now the new, “Man in Charge”. – And of course that’s NOT what :Russell, had perceived in any manner whatsoever. That’s all fabricated non-sense on their end to justify the call for the Government Reformation because :Russ was correct. He was truly out to stop a Federal Insurrection and a FOREIGN INTERNAL NATIONAL SECURITY THREAT From Surrendering our Flag and our Nation to a criminal empire, and they all know this to be true.. because they’re behind it!

Their entire “Lottery” story is all fabricated BS. Talk about a PSYOP! This is criminal. These people just had their asses handed to them, and instead of leaving, they rebuilt the old system – it was done anyway – and never told you about any of this.

And since that cold faithful day on the 2nd of November, 1999, right here in the United States of America, we have had a Good Man named :Russell-Jay: Gould, biding his time, working with Americans in foreclosure, or who need help in the courts, he is a friend to everyone... a big brother... No.. AN ACTUAL LEADER. Someone who actually gave/gives a shit about this Nation... Standing there quietly... still holding tight to this Nations TITLE-4 Flag in his hand... outside and in the cold he stands,... whereby by all rights.. he should not be,. nor should he ever have been.... And likewise, neither should this Nations TITLE-4 FEDERAL FLAG,. NOT BE FLYING OVER THIS LAND of the FREE and HOME OF THOSE WHO DARE TO BE SO BRAVE... And I’m asking you... MY MILITARY BROTHERS OF THIS GREAT NATION...(!) and,. Mr. President Donald John Trump,. Gentlemen, I implore you to stop and take another look at what’s happened here. We can literally end this Nations nightmare attachment to the IMF/WORLD BANK and the NWO... Right now.

For I fear, just as well as I know, that there has been a grave injustice that has taken place here. Not only against one American, but against an entire Nation of Americans. Wherewith, if it was only one who in his bleeding suffered so great for us all, then there is no difference. If the whole Nation suffers by blood, THEN I SUFFER with them by blood, and bleed for us all, for we all bleed for the same cause.

I am writing to report to this Nation as a Soldier, that the :TITLE-4 G-SPEC FEDERAL FLAG for the Government of the United States, is currently in the TACTICAL COMMAND CONTROL of :Russell-Jay: Gould, as he has Captured it FOR THE SAFEGUARD OF THIS NATION and that TITLE-4 Flag is CURRENTLY UNDER THE GENERAL ATTACK of the same CRIMINAL SYNDICATE that United States President :Donald-John: Trump is at War with, and you all need to be made well aware of WHAT IS GOING ON WITH IT RIGHT NOW.. &: This is the reason for the writing of this Report.
Specifications: U.S.C. Title: 4 – 1X1.9 Dimensional, "G-spec" government specification, federal flag.

The basic design of the current flag is specified by 4 U.S.C. § 1; 4 U.S.C. § 2 outlines the addition of new stars to represent new states.

The specification gives the following values:

- Hoist (height) of the flag: \( A = 1.0 \)
- Fly (width) of the flag: \( B = 1.9 \)
- Hoist (height) of the canton ("union"): \( C = 0.5385 \) (\( A \times \frac{7}{13} \), spanning seven stripes)
- Fly (width) of the canton: \( D = 0.76 \) (\( B \times \frac{2}{5} \), two-fifths of the flag width) • \( E = F = 0.0538 \) (\( C / 10 \), One-tenth of the height of the canton)
- Diameter of star: \( K = 0.0616 \) (\( L \times \frac{4}{5} \), four-fifths of the stripe width, the calculation only gives 0.0616 if \( L \) is first rounded to 0.077)
- Width of stripe: \( L = 0.0769 \) (\( A / 13 \), One thirteenth of the flag height)

DESTROYING THE :TITLE-4 FEDERAL FLAG OF THE US GOVERNMENT

The U.S. Code: Title 4 - FLAG AND SEAL, SEAT OF GOVERNMENT, AND THE STATES.

TITLE III—AMENDMENT TO THE FEDERAL PROPERTY AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES ACT OF 1949 SEC. 301.
TRANSFER OF CERTAIN PROPERTY TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS.


PUBLIC LAW 106–168—DEC. 12, 1999 113 STAT. 1821 L
SENATE REPORTS: No. 106–102 (Comm. on Governmental Affairs).

WEEKLY COMPILATION OF PRESIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS,
Vol. 35 (1999): Dec. 12, Presidential statement. Æ 5, United States Code) may prescribe any regulations necessary to carry out this subsection. SEC. 204.

TACTICAL-COMMAND-CONTROL
US :TITLE-4 G-SPEC FEDERAL FLAG FOR
the United States of America

What you are looking at here is the Very LAST Congressional Entry ever made concerning the :TITLE-4 1x1.9 Dimension FLAG of the Federal Government of the United States of America; and it’s a piece of work, for sure.

That is because on 12 AUG 1999 the :TITLE-4 G-SPEC flag was docked and logged by :Russell-Jay: Gould at The United Nations, as he had Captured it by filing a copy of the COPYRIGHT and PATENT he LEGALLY applied for in a preemptive strike, and effort to save the :TITLE-4 FLAG from being Captured and Surrendered over to the NWO; but the FLAG wasn’t registered as the NEW :TITLE-4 FLAG for the NEW :Postmaster-General in Washington, DC UNTIL 2 NOV 1999 when he legally and lawfully Captured the Position as the Federal Postal Services Provider for the United States on 2 NOV 1999. – And yes, he legally captured it.

This date 12 AUG 1999, is for the COPYRIGHT &: PATENT DATE ON :TITLE-4 G-SPEC FLAG and is posted on :David-Wynn: Miller’s “LAW” page and is also posted on the :Federal-Postal-Court” web-site as well. - This is the entire reason for this report.

But Congress and the wild bunch had to go back a full year to stop laws etc.. that were supposed to begin after the 99 election, so we see the date “98” for the fix.

The Flag Code Title 4, United States Code, Chapter 1

An Act

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

NOTE: Aug. 12, 1998 - [H.R. 1085]

To revise, codify, and enact without substantive change certain general and permanent laws, related to patriotic and national observances, ceremonies, and organizations, as title 36, United States Code, "MUST RECOGNIZE" Patriotic and National Observances, Ceremonies, and Organizations".

NOTE: Aug. 12, 1998 - [H.R. 1085]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. TITLE 36, UNITED STATES CODE. NOTE: 36 USC note:
Certain general and permanent laws of the United States, related to patriotic and national observances, ceremonies, and organizations, are revised, codified, and enacted as title 36, United States Code, "Patriotic and National Observances, Ceremonies, and Organizations", as follows:

(Right here, would be the massive list of Patriotic Parties & Groups that constitute this National body.)

Okay, so what they don’t want to do, is make too big of a deal about this entire matter. They’re just moving EVERYTHING that was once historically celebrated under the Title-4 Federal Flag of the National [“Peoples”] Government out from under the USC :TITLE-4, and are placing it under the US CODE Title-36.

Why, because they don’t have the :Title-4 Federal Flag for their Private DEFUNCT Corporate Government Services System any more, but the Nation is still going to celebrate its National Holidays. and those Holidays are all RESPECTIVELY ATTACHED to our Nations :TITLE-4 FEDERAL FLAG of the “PEOPLES” Government.

- Yet, the FORMER GROUP/Criminal Syndicate/ Banking Cabal that won’t leave, have no authorization to change ANY USC CODE Title’s in relation to this Nations
TITLE-4 Flag because they have been legally replaced as the Federal Government Services Provider, disqualified as such, and that Flag is NOT their Flag; it’s Russell’s… HENCE, THIS IS WHY THEY’RE MOVING THESE NATIONAL HOLIDAYS and CELEBRATIONS out from under it. BUT IT’S WITHOUT YOUR KNOWLEDGE and/or NATIONALLY EXPRESSED CONSENT!

This is an all out act of Government Sabotage and an act of Espionage by the former Federal Services Corporation, and not only is it illegal, but I’m pretty sure that it carries a death sentence with it.

(However, as it seems – in “the USA Inc’s” attempt to keep folks off their “trail”, and not give :COM: Gould his credit for saving this Nation, where it’s more than due... they would rather continue on in the shadows of deceit, “act” and “pretend” like it never happened... and pray to themselves – (because GOD wants nothing to do with them) - that you'll never find Out.)

And the reason that this is happening is because :FEDERAL-POSTAL-JUDGE, POSTMASTER-GENERAL, COMMANDER &: CHIEF :Russell-Jay: Gould, DOESN’T HAVE AN ARMY AT HIS BACK TO STOP THEM, AND HELP HIM. – AND THAT IS BECAUSE IT’S BEING KEPT FROM THEM .. AND .. YOU; - IT’S BEING KEPT FROM ALL OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE. – THIS HAS BEEN MY ENDEAVOR; TO GET THE MILITARY – THE NCO CHAIN – TO RECOGNIZE ALL OF THIS BECAUSE THEY DO NOT KNOW ABOUT ANY OF IT.

**THIS IS THE NATIONAL SECURITY ALERT**

**THIS IS THE NATIONAL SECURITY ALERT**

**And here they go:** My :TITLE-4 Flag, Old Stars &: Stripes is relabeled by these.. (I DON'T KNOW WHAT TO CALL THEM) and made to be a T-Shirt... My Nations National Standard is nothing more than a pair of underwear or whatever they tell the American People, that it is!?! -

**4 U.S. Code § 10 - Modification of rules and customs by President**

§10. Modification of rules and customs by President

Any rule or custom pertaining to the display of the flag of the United States of America, set forth herein, may be altered, modified, or repealed, or additional rules with respect thereto may be prescribed, by the Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces of the United States, whenever he deems it to be appropriate or desirable; and any such alteration or additional rule shall be set forth in a proclamation.

AND they think that they’re just going to illegally keep moving forward as if what :COMMANDER: Gould has done just magically never happened?? ... No one remembers, and it all just quietly went away??! –

And now the TRUE National Heritage that American’s are entitled to, is being held by :COMMANDER: Russell-Jay: Gould and he’s desperately trying to share this Victory with us, but the crooks WON'T HONOR HIM, or HIS VICTORY, and they would rather let you all stand naked under a pair of dirty-underwear as a FRAUDULENT FLAG, and laugh at you, rather than simply tell everyone what happened to them, whereby they might then bow out gracefully?? (This is Pathetic)

This “Syndicate” which should have bowed-out in 1999 needs to cease and desist with these Submarine Tactical Actions that are being conducted in the good name of the actual people of this Nation. Here and in Syria.

And this is all happening because :COM: Gould, holds the :TITLE-4 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT FLAG of this Nation and with that, holds (AND SHOULD HOLD) Tactical Command &: Control of all of the USC CODES and Titles Attached to the SEAT of this Nations Federal Government - “Of the People, by the People, and For the People” - and these criminals are now trying to justify an illegal and QUIET way to allow “ANOTHER” (Fiction-Non-registered) NON-:TITLE-4 FEDERAL Flag of some kind, to be Officially used at these Historical “Time-Honored” Official National Celebrations without alerting all of the American Zombies to the fact that what they’re looking at, and seeing being used as their flag, is not their Nations TRUE National Flag Standard; The Old Star-Spangled Red & White-Striped Banner at all; but is nothing more than a boat-flag... – as you’re all little vessels.

(Soon you’re all going to be reclassified as a little Antenna aka, “Transmitting Utilities”, after all we’re all just transmitting and receiving information to and from each other.) This is criminal.

So again, they just do not care, they get up in front of the People of this Great Nation in an act of Fraud like they’re the real deal (that calls for review) and Ultimately they TELL EVERYONE here in this Country, and around the World that, they [USA inc] doesn’t NEED TO have a :TITLE-4 1X1.9 Dim Fed Flag to Fly, nor does anyone else need a TITLE-4 FLAG to Fly or to Properly Recognize or Celebrate the Honored Days OF OUR FOREFATHERS FLAG, here in America of any kind, because quite frankly, it makes no difference.

A flag is a Flag. And since they were about to surrender ours to our detriment and instead, had it Captured from them by a Real American Patriot, they sure as shit do not want to admit to it. Hell if they did that you might further come to the logical conclusion that.... if they lost Tactical Command &: Control of the flag... ... then they have lost Command and Control of the Government system attached to that
flag, and seeing as how that is the case, they don’t have the power to change ANY REAL USC TITLE’S or CODE’S in relation to that Flag, whatsoever. And that’s a QUANTUM FACT.

These criminals are executing an objective as part of a military operation that, if realized by the Soldiers and/or the People of this Nation, it will end their plans and divulge them all as the enemies to this great nation that they are. ...And my point with this here is this; if it’s not blatantly obvious to Mr. Skeptical by now, as to who these guys are; due to blindness or ignorance, either way this is WHY we need to re-examine all of it, and fire absolutely everybody. - No more bloodline ties, or crony-hook-ups. President JFK was correct, Secret Societies have always been illegal here. He would not waste time to say that unless their threat was National and looming.

THESE PEOPLE DO NOT WANT YOU TO KNOW ANY OF THIS! - THIS IS HUGE! BUT WHY, IF THEY’RE GOOD LEADERS, WHY ARE WE IN THE DARK... WHY?! - WHY ARE WE IN THE DARK ON THIS?? want a chalk-board?..

TO PUT IT BLUNTLY, they don’t want ANYONE knowing or Celebrating :Russell’s Victory over their defeat, nor celebrating ‘THAT’ :TITLE-4 G-SPEC FLAG that he’s RESCUED by CAPTURING IT, on our Nation’s behalf. As a matter of fact, they don’t want to recognize ANYTHING that he’s accomplished and they want to make sure that we don’t either, by keeping it from us. WTF?!

And they sure as hell are going through a lot of trouble just so a soldier who is not in uniform can salute the flag, and not be in violation of a “code” that we/he wouldn’t – and COULDN’T - give two shits about anyway. - All of us that have served - we all salute! - no matter what in the hell we’re wearing. Dammit! - all of you men know this!

Anyone can Salute it now – NO MATTER WHAT – BECAUSE IT’S NOT YOUR REAL NATION’S :TITLE-4 FLAG OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OF the United States; IT’S A 3 X 5 BOAT FLAG!

Well America, you’re gonna find out what’s going on because they are wrong to do what they’ve done, and after many years, have further failed to stop and correct themselves and do what is right,... in the eyes of both Man, and GOD. - In case you missed it...

On 2 NOV 1999, an American from Wyoming, named :Russell-Jay: Gould took over as :POSTMASTER-GENERAL here in the United States. He did this by proving that we use grammar FRAUDULANTLY, globally; and it’s a fact. We do. He has been through a War-Trials Review that was 9 months long (starved: 180 lbs to 98 lbs; almost killed him) and was not only found innocent but after, was then logged in under DROGUE-LAW TIME, and under Trust-Moratorium, One-Year Salvage, Three
day Rescission's, Forty-Five day Trust and Ninety day Law, as POST-MASTER-GENERAL of the United States of America.

With this appointment, it validates everything he has done in Quantum: From setting up his sovereign position at the UN, to capturing the flag, to re-substantiating the entire Admiralty and Maritime system to include the American and Federal Government systems in Quantum, to using all of it in his effort to establish that Quantum-Postmaster-General position in America.

THAT MEANS THAT ALL GOVERNMENT SERVICES IN THE UNITED STATES ARE SUPPOSED TO BE RUNNING QUANTUM CONTRACTS. THE ENTIRE APPARATUS NATIONALLY IS TO BE USING QUANTUM CONTRACTS.

He is the only Man who has ever held the Office of Commander & Chief in the history of the United States of America to have ever taken the 9 month long beat-down of his life and a beat-down of that magnitude for both his Country and his Flag and not only survive to talk about it, but he never surrendered it, not for one minute; it was to the Death, and he was taking it to the grave... That speaks volumes to his character... and to his final resolve. Lucky for him, he was correct or they would have killed him.

Immediately after his recovery, he was right back at it; and on 21 DEC 2012, he then re-opened the Original Benjamin Franklin Post Office and is the POSTMASTER-GENERAL for the original Government Post Office there as well. (He also holds the Great Seal, the Copyright & the Patent on the TITLE-4 1x1.9 FED. GOV. US FLAG. - Currently on lease to the US NAVY)

So, now Commander: Gould has Registered Tactical-Command-Control of the US TITLE-4 FEDERAL FLAG, and the former Corporation lost its “Continuance” in its Authorizations for Banking, Office of the Post, Vacated the TRUST, the US Constitution-Contract Dissolved, surrendering Commerce, and Tactical Command & Control of the FLAG. So with the loss of “continuance” of the Post Office, all Military Authorizations are Liquidated. The Military is insolvent; no authorized War-Powers. No Flag for Muster, no standard to defend, no position to Declare, no place to call home, tossed out to and upon the open High Sea’s and declared “Dead” and/or “LOST AT SEA”!! - Oh, the Irony. - and it’s tragic, actually.

However, with the exception of the US NAVY, no other Military Contingency currently resides CORRECTLY Mustered under the TITLE-4 FLAG for the Government of the United States of America.

So, because HE STRIPPED THEM of the entire International Admiralty and Maritime System, GLOBALLY... But because he doesn’t have an Army at his back, and shortly after they realized that the American people had no idea what had happened... they
kicked :COMMANDER: Gould out of Washington DC, and REFORMED the entire old system of Government over this. PLUS, they really couldn’t surrender it after the damage he had done! So.. it had to be rebuilt all over again, and to stop him :Russell-Jay: Gould, - or any one like him from getting back in there to end or sabotage their plans ever again. The way that they work is cryptic; and with that... it’s all backward.

They did this by setting it up as if he were trying to apply or receive some kind of benefit for annuity from AN Agency, Department, or other Federal System that he had “CAPTURED” in Quantum to stop them from using it against the people as a weapon with which to hurt or suppress them. (interesting)

So, void of any authorization to rebuilt that Government System – because you guys don’t know that they were shut down by :Russ - they stripped him COMPLETELY of any American attachment that he had coming (SSI, etc..) - along with ANY CONNECTION to him personally as being an American. BUT THEY HAD – NOR HAVE – ANY AUTHORIZATION TO DO ANYTHING LIKE THIS AND FURTHER REANIMATED A DEFUNCT SYSTEM AND CONTINUE ON AS YOUR “Government”... fraudulently, where they have no right.

NOW, LOOKING AT IT AGAIN, HE JUST SAVED MY FLAG, MY NATION, AND MY ASS FROM A PRECONCEIVED INTERNAL FOREIGN CONSPIRACY AND DOMESTIC NATIONAL SECURITY THREAT THAT HAD THE POTENTIALITY TO DISSOLVE AND END MY GOVERNMENT and MY NATION. – YOU DON'T THINK THAT MAYBE, WE OWE THIS GENTLEMAN A SMALL DEBT OF GRATITUDE?? – Nope, F-him. Throw him to the dogs. ..that Bush &: Clinton,. is more than wrong; and we’re not doing that, Nope,. not today we’re not. Not here in the United States of America. - But since that’s how you want to play... you guys are headed for the cold.

**Title 18.--Section 2320(d) of title 18, United States Code, is amended as follows:**

**ADDENDUM: 101-1-A**

SALUTING A FLAG THAT IS NOT THE
:TITLE-4 G-SPEC FEDERAL FLAG
of the United States of America

As originally written into **Section 595 Section 594 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2009**, the new law (Public Law No. 110-181 of the United States Code) reads:

:by striking “all persons present” and all that follows through the end of the section and inserting the following: “all persons present in uniform should render the military salute. Members of the Armed Forces and veterans who are present but not
in uniform may render the military salute. All other persons present should face the flag and stand at attention with their right hand over the heart, or if applicable, remove their headdress with their right hand and hold it at the left shoulder, the hand being over the heart. Citizens of other countries present should stand at attention. All such conduct toward the flag in a moving column should be rendered at the moment the flag passes.”

**However**, this change in the U.S. Code caused problems, because “saluting the flag” is addressed three times in the U.S. Code, and the legislative change in the law that took place in **July 2008** addressed only one—**TITLE 4, Chapter 1, Section 9**, which is shown above.

It failed to mention **Title 4, Chapter 1, Section 4** from the same **Chapter 1**, which speaks to saluting the flag during the **Pledge of Allegiance**, and from **Title 36**—Patriotic and National Observances, Ceremonies, and Organizations, which includes conduct toward the flag during the **National Anthem**.

Instruction for saluting the the U.S. Flag during the National Anthem is found in a different section of the U.S. Code from where the “**Flag Code**” is found, and it is sadly, frequently, overlooked. Many readers comment that they were taught to stand at attention during the National Anthem, but not taught to salute.

**Senator James Inhofe** (R-Oklahoma) sponsored the original legislation in the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2009, and sponsored the amendment that Congress has now passed which clarifies the legislation and brings all three sections of the U.S. Code together to say the same thing—that veterans are now permitted to render a hand salute when the U.S. flag is raised and lowered, passes in review, during the Pledge of Allegiance, and during the playing of the National Anthem.

**The Amendment:**

**Sponsor of The Veteran’s Salute Provision included in Section 595 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2009, S. 3001:**

–**Amends Title 36**

of the United States Code to allow service members not in uniform to salute the flag during the National Anthem.

-FY08 Authorization Bill modified **Section 9 of Title 4, US Code**, to allow members of the Armed Forces and veterans who are present but not in uniform to render the military salute during hoisting, lowering, or passing of the flag.
While the change made to US Code Title 4 allowed our veterans and service members not in uniform to salute the flag when the flag is raised, lowered, or passing in review, it did not allow them to salute the flag during the National Anthem.

With this amendment, all portions of the US Code are now consistent for veterans and military out of uniform, to salute the flag.

This is the biggest crock of horse manure that I’ve ever heard in my life. I served for 12 years and sure as hell do not need any mans permission to salute my :TITLE-4 G-Spec Flag of the United States of America. You sheeple are being shammed by the worlds largest Criminal Syndicate in Global History. – get a grip! - That’s all a PSYOP too.

“Legislative Purpose and Construction”

(Again, this is one of the last Congressional Entries made in relation to the TITLE-4 FEDERAL FLAG of this Nations TRUE Government. And they are literally removing ALL OF THE NATIONAL CELEBRATIONS OF ANY KIND - out from under the True :TITLE-4 G-SPEC FLAG in a BACKSTABBING EGREGIOUS effort to STRIP IT OF IT’S NATIONAL PRIDE, HONOR, HERITAGE, OFFICIAL NATIONAL RECOGNITION and therefore IT’S ETERNAL GLORY as the American G-SPEC :TITLE-4 FLAG of this Nation. Something they legitimately have no Standing, Jurisdiction or Authorization to Alter whatsoever for their own needs, requirements, or pleasures.) - As I said, Government Espionage.

It needs to be stopped now, reassessed, and TREATY needs to ensue with :FEDERAL-POSTAL-JUDGE, POSTMASTER-GENERAL, COMMANDER &: CHIEF, :Russell-Jay: Gould, as soon as possible.

And the housekeeping of this Country NEEDS TO Continue until they're all removed from this Nations Government Circuit.

This is an UNACCEPTABLE, Diabolical Global and International Treaty Violation and Act of War by those responsible, on and against both “THE :FEDERAL-POSTAL- CONTRACT-CORPORATION” (who has no defense against this) and the People of “the United States (inc.)” &: “the u/United States of America”: who are themselves unknowingly and illegally being directly affected without their general knowledge and or consent, and are also held captive and hostage by the former Private Federal Services Corporation and “THOSE” running it…. Whom in this raging tantrum are, waging War against the People of this Nation.

(flag Code :Title-4: says: “the flag is a living thing.” - Which is the MILITARILY RECOGNIZED LEGAL and LAWFUL SPIRITUAL EMBODIMENT of the FREEDOM
and LIBERTY’S of the United States of America and every American born under the auspices of that :Title-4 Flag as it pertains to each individual Him/Herself.)

which also happens to be the OFFICIAL FLAG of U.S. Copyright and Patent Holder :Russell-Jay: Gould’s Nation of Nativity &: Origin;...

and, as :Russell-Jay: Gould IS THE GLOBAL COMMANDER &: CHIEF of the LARGEST QUANTUM FEDERAL-GOVERNMENT-SERVICES-CORPORATION IN THE WORLD, bearing full LEGAL and LAWFUL TACTICAL-COMMAND &: CONTROL of the Legalities for the :TITLE-4 G-SPEC FLAG of his Nation of Nativity &: Origin,

and, in RESPECT TO HIS LEGAL and LAWFUL GLOBAL-TACTICAL-COMMAND &: CONTROL of his LEGALLY ESTABLISHED RECOGNIZED QUANTUM-POSITION as such,

and as the United States of America is his Nation of origin, insomuch that he is bound, acting in good faith, “with knowledge”, is authorized to:

Under :Title-42 USCS-1986: “knowledge of a crime” authorized and stop and correct a “crime/wrongdoing in progress”

TO:...

~1.) LEGALLY STOP and LAWFULLY CORRECT THE RUNNING FRAUDULENT FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SERVICES INSURRECTIONS TO:

~a.) ILLEGALLY SURRENDER AND CAPTURE THE LAND of the United States of America using the ILLEGALLY CONTRIVED FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTCY TO DO SO

~b.) ILLEGALLY SURRENDER AND CAPTURE THE FLAG OF THIS NATION,

~c.) ILLEGALLY SURRENDER AND CAPTURE THE PEOPLE OF THIS NATION AS “CHATTEL”, TO THE CROWN.

AND WITH THAT, AS IT IS A MATTER OF NATIONAL SECURITY, HIS NATIVITY-RIGHT INHERITANCE AND SWORN DUTY TO FAITHFULLY ACT IN THE FACE OF ALL OPPOSITION, TO MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO PROTECT AND DEFEND HIS NATION AS A NATIVE-NATIONAL FROM ALL ENEMIES, BOTH FOREIGN, AND DOMESTIC, AND HE DID ACT ACCORDINGLY.

THIS IS A LEGALITY THAT CAN NOT BE ARGUED, DISMISSED, REFUTED OR OVER LOOKED IN ANY MANNER. AS HE IS AN NATIVE-NATIONAL, AND AS SUCH, HE IS DUTY BOUND WITH THE FULL AUTHORITY TO ACT; AS IT IS NOT ONLY A
MATTER OF NATIONAL SECURITY THAT HE DO SO, IT IS ALSO HIS STATION, NATIVITY-RIGHT INHERITANCE, AND SWORN-DUTY TO PROTECT AND DEFEND THIS NATION AGAINST ALL OPPOSITION. - SO, NOT ONLY IS HE CORRECT IN HIS ACT OF PROTECTING THE NATION, AS IS HIS RESOLVE, BUT HE WAS CORRECT TO DEFEND AND RESCUE IT FROM A PRECONCEIVED FOREIGN INTERNAL CAPTURE AS HE IS DUTY BOUND TO DO SO.-- FOR THESE THINGS ARE WE ALL SWORN AND DUTY BOUND AS AMERICANS. FOR THERE IS NOT A MORE NOBLE CAUSE.

YET HIS VICTORY, AND ULTIMATELY THIS ENTIRE NATION'S VICTORY, IS BEING AND HAS BEEN, WITHHELD FROM ALL OF US AND THE GREATER WORLD AT LARGE!

“AND YOU SHALL KNOW THEM BY THE FRUITS OF THEIR LABORS”

MULTIPLE GLOBAL TREATY VIOLATIONS &: BLATANT ACTS of WAR


AND YET, THIS CRIMINAL APPARATUS CONTINUES TO FRAUDULENTLY FUNCTION AS A FORWARD MILITARY DETACHMENT IN EVERY SENSE OF THE MEANING; CONDUCTING ALL MANNER OF WAR AND HELL WORTHY TRESPASS AGAINST THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IN WHAT SEEMS TO BE, TO INCITE NATIONAL DISCORD; THROUGH MEDIA PROPAGANDA, CREATE FRAUDULENT CRISIS; WHEREBY TO ENACT WAR POWERS AGAINST THE PUBLIC WHERE NO AUTHORITY FOR POWER EXISTS TO DO SO; CALL FOR MORE LAWS, LESS FREEDOMS, ABOLITION OF HUMAN RIGHTS; CREATION OF RACE WARS, RIOTS, POVERTY, UNEMPLOYMENT, CIVIL UNREST CHAOS; AND FINALLY,. NATIONAL ANARCHY

“AND YOU SHALL KNOW THEM BY THE FRUITS OF THEIR LABORS”

Gentlemen...

... It would seem that the stripping away of every historically celebrated time-honored national American Holiday Celebration, Anniversary and Birthday ever recognized since this nation was founded, and this seemingly needless and yet unquestioned removal, of these Celebratory events, out from under this Nation's
beautiful National Embodiment of Freedom as she waves gloriously in her - red, white, and blue: TITLE-4 G-Spec Star-Spangled-Flag, Ball Gown, is going forward without the general knowledge and/or acknowledged consent of the PEOPLE OF THIS NATION TO DO SO.

With that being recognized as the fact behind the finding in this report, we ask that all modification to these American Celebration Entitlements cease and desist until further review and proper negotiations with the OFFICIAL Copyright and Patent Holder of the FLAG :Russell-Jay: Gould, have officially concluded that a TREATY, or an Agreement, Pact and/or An Accord of some kind, can be reached in relation to that FLAG.

BECAUSE I CAN PROMISE YOU THIS...

THEY'RE RAPEING HER GENTLEMEN... THEY'RE RAPEING HER, AND I FOR ONE, AM NOT GOING TO STAND IDELLEY- BY AND JUST WATCH IT TAKE PLACE... AND I'M ASKING YOU NOT TO EITHER.

FOR ME... THIS..THIS RIGHT HERE... IS THE FINAL STRAW BEHIND THE SUBVERSION, SMOKE-SCREENS and FALSE-FLAG OPERATIONS AGAINST THIS NATION AND IT'S PEOPLE BY THIS CRIMINAL ORGANIZATION THAT WE ALL KNOW, BEYOND ANY SHADOW OF A DOUBT IS UP THERE IN DC, AS THAT IS WHERE IT IS THAT ALL OF THIS CORRUPTION HAS BEEN WORKED.

I have done my best to track this information with the tools at my disposal... and as someone who knows what has actually happened here in this nation in relation to all of this I have got to say, if :Commander: Gould, has factually accomplished all that he has- and the crooks are using our military to keep him at bay -Due to their lack of knowledge, then those crooks would also have the balls to attempt to strip that flag Of all of its glories and further make you all to look like the fools that they take you for, by actually doing it right in front of your very faces... And that's exactly what they've done.

...WELL Not on my watch you son-of )(#(U)JT!], not on my watch.

AND FINALLY IN CLOSING:

... I WANT TO SAY IN RELATION TO ALL OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED WITHIN THIS REPORT ON THE ACTUAL HISTORICAL FIGHT FOR THIS NATION, OUR FREEDOMS, AND OUR WAY OF LIFE AS SET INTO MOTION – IN WHAT SEEMS LIKE ONLY HOURS AGO... - BY THOSE WHO GAVE THEIR LIVES FOR IT....
EVERYONE AND ANYONE CAN SALUTE THAT FLAG NO MATTER WHAT THEY'RE WEARING OR WHAT THEY BELIEVE BECAUSE WHAT YOU ARE NOW SALUTING...
IF ITS NOT A :TITLE-4 G-SPEC FLAG OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ITS NOTHING MORE THAN A DIRTY OLD RAG...
Its a DIRTY OLD RAG that has replaced your recognition of it along with this Nations Birthright-Inheritance and its time honored GOD Fearing Patriotic National Heritage.

And all of it, has been conducted in an act of one of the most heinous and diabolical wars I've ever learned about, read about, been told about, and have ever, EVER IN MY LIFE, been witnessed to.... And I'm sickened to my core.

A “SEMLANCE” OF THIS NATIONS FLAG, IS NOT THIS NATIONS FLAG. WOULD YOU TREAT CANCER WITH COUGH-SERAPE??


THE :TITLE-4 FLAG, as outlined:....
IS THE OFFICIAL FLAG FOR THE PEOPLE AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THIS GREAT NATION.

Specifications : U.S.C. Title; 4 – 1X1.9 Dimensional, "G-spec" government specification, federal flag.

The basic design of the current flag is specified by 4 U.S.C. [§ 1; 4 U.S.C. § 2 outlines the addition of new stars to represent new states.
The specification gives the following values:

• Hoist (height) of the flag: \( A = 1.0 \)
• Fly (width) of the flag: \( B = 1.9 \) • Hoist (height) of the canton ("union"): \( C = 0.5385 \) (\( A \times \frac{7}{13} \), spanning seven stripes)
• Fly (width) of the canton: \( D = 0.76 \) (\( B \times \frac{2}{5} \), two-fifths of the flag width)
• \( E = F = 0.0538 \) (\( C/10 \), One-tenth of the height of the canton)
• \( G = H = 0.0633 \) (\( D/12 \), One twelfth of the width of the canton)
• Diameter of star: \( K = 0.0616 \) (\( L \times \frac{4}{5} \), four-fifths of the stripe width, the calculation only gives 0.0616 if \( L \) is first rounded to 0.077)
• Width of stripe: \( L = 0.0769 \) (\( A/13 \), One thirteenth of the flag height)

I AM URGING EVERYONE IN THIS GREAT NATION TO OPEN AN INVESTIGATIVE INQUIRY INTO WHY THEY'RE MOVING ALL OF THESE CELEBRATIONS OUT FROM UNDER YOUR BEAUTIFUL :TITLE-4 G-SPEC FLAG
AND FURTHER ASK THEM WHY, WHY, WHY, WHY, WOULD WE THEN DECIDE TO JUST NOT RECOGNIZE OUR NATION'S ACTUAL :TITLE-4 G-SPEC FLAG AND INSTEAD... (LIKE WE'RE STUPID FARM ANIMALS) ... DECIDE TO HONOR ANYTHING, ANYTHING AT ALL, ANYTHING OTHER THAN THE DANGED ACTUAL NATIONAL BANNER AND TRUE :TITLE-4 FLAG OF OUR GLORIOUS GOD FEARING NATION??!! (!?)

ASK THEM TO EXPLAIN THAT ONE AWAY. IT'S A LOT HARDER FOR THEM TO DO WHEN YOU'RE ARMED WITH THE TRUTH OF WHO MAINTAINS “NOW-TIME” TACTICAL-COMMAND-CONTROL OF THAT :TITLE-4 G-SPEC FLAG OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

YOU PEOPLE ARE NOT THIS STUPID AND NEITHER AM I.

HOLD THEIR FEET TO THE FIRE. AND LET'S GET THAT FLAG, AND :Russell, BACK HERE.

THIS NATION STARTED WITH A :TITLE-4 FEDERAL FLAG REPRESENTING THIS NATION'S GOVERNMENT, AND BY GOD, WE'RE GOING TO FINISH WITH ONE REPRESENTING THIS NATION'S GOVERNMENT.
So now, once again re-armed with all of the facts that pertain to this entire matter all rolled up and presented, right here for everyones professional review.. I am stepping forward one more time to approach the Special Forces and all of USSOCOM in a last ditch effort and ask them that they review the work that has been conducted and accomplished by this good man, and RE-EVALUATE WHAT IT IS THAT HE HAS Accomplished here on this Planet (by himself I might add) THAT NO OTHER MAN Has been able to achieve at a level anywhere near what he has, EVER.

He’s suffered enough for “DOING THE RIGHT THING” don’t you think?! And I think that he’s “hurried-up and waited” for long enough for the other “Johnny come-lately” geniuses to realize what he knew in 1999. My question is, are you going to “Break the Glass” and let him out so this Fire Extinguisher can help President Trump clean this Nation the hell out now that Special Operations is finally up there kicking the shit out of the Totalitarians? - Have you ever heard the expression, “The Quantum truth will set you free? What are you waiting on?

This would not be of such GREAT IMPORTANCE TO ME, OR TO GOD, THAT I SHOULD MAKE SUCH A CALAMITY TO GAIN YOUR ATTENTION had :Russell’s attempt been feeble, or were to have failed, and most assuredly if he were not meant to succeed he would therefore not, by GOD’S Grace have been the ONLY MAN that the LORD had dispatched to that location, as he was the man who did indeed succeed in answering this Nation’s call and PRAYERS TO GOD, YET STILL LONG BEFORE Those Prayers had become this Nation’s CRIES TO HEAVEN, that they now are.
Virtually every last individual in the United States of America, the majority that make up the Common-Wealth of this Country, are not happy and have not been happy with the actions nor the work that's been conducted on their behalf by the Federal Government of this great Nation since 1990. Actions historically uncharacteristic in the nature of the Senior Leadership of this Government and wildly outside of the jurisdictional boundaries of the Federally Prescribed inherent powers. (The agencies are attacking the public.)

Bleak actions, taken by Executors’ unscrupulously witless, armed with “Pens & Phones”; whom in the last 8 years have granted woeful authorizations to inject prescriptions of contrary legality for enforcement against the people of this Nation. Void of all National Public Consent and ripe with malefiant contempt, these Federal Work Authorizations are pronounced with premeditated intent and recognized as actionable public assaults on individual Freedoms and Human Rights as Prescribed by GOD and duly recognized as such by the States'; where these illegal authorizations for open assaults and attacks on the General Public of the Sovereign States by the Federal Powers - whose position it is TO GUARANTEE the PROTECTION of the NATION from such - ought to be heard as the Sound of General Alarms and an INSTANT CALL TO ARMS by the People of the Nation-States, their National Guardsmen and their State Militias; wherewith, such insurrections are to be vanquished.

Unforgiving, Illegal Invasion of Privacy Violations; promulgated by unauthorized powerless executive-dictates, even uttered,. declared Treasonous by the people and the Nation; contempuously engaging the Common-Wealth illegally in Clandestine War Operations to gather and compile data against all that share the American Patriotic Ideology and fundamental doctrines that are aligned with and reflect Christianity, GOD, and the very foundations of this Nation’s establishment. These are wholly illegal initiatives aimed to target and label regular individuals and the greater American Public as Enemy Combatants in undeclared surveillance wars, for THEIR SECURITY AGAINST US, not withstanding is a sure sign of an Enemy Government Infiltration; with such an “insurrection” is duly identified as it is prescribed,. a “declaration of war” against the people of this Nation!
Whereby with the unsought-after illegal Authorization to inject these prescriptions of contrary legality for enforcement with intent to engage one’s own Countrymen for profiteering, is nothing short of an “insurrection”, duly prescribed as a “Declaration of War” wherewith such Executive Acts, as numerous as they are by prescription, well known by the Executor, considered so heinous to commit, are considered to be Acts of absolute “TREASON”, a Trespass so unforgiving that it carries with it, the sentence of DEATH for those caught in any attempt to enact, or enforce such decree’s.

It is a most unforgivable and detestable thing for one man to place his boot-heel down and onto the neck of another unwarrantably, and worse yet further, to enable the ability of such an individual in so heinous an act,... As both will pay.

These... are the sufferings...that one day, because we failed to act today... that our children will suffer tomorrow...

:USC :TITLE 4 FLAG REPORT:
SPECIAL INVESTIGATION AND REPORT

THE DOWN AND DIRTY
PLEASE PAY ATTENTION

NOW – This section of the report is titled “The Down and Dirty” because I’m about to drive the screws down and it’s about to get really ugly. But as down and dirty as it might get, it all revolves around the very real truth of the fact that there is A CRIMINAL APPARATUS that has a VERY REAL, VERY EVIL, VERY POWERFUL – YET SMALL – GROUP OF MONSTERS WHO REFUSE TO LET GO OF SPECIFIC LEADERSHIP POSITIONS (offices) HERE IN THIS COUNTRY, AND LEAVE THE UNITED STATES.

This group IS HELLBENT on continually ATTACKING current President Donald Trump for anything and everything as he works to remove their INSIDE APPARATUS INFILTRAION OF THIS GOVERNMENT. THEY ARE EASY TO SPOT AND STICK OUT LIKE SORE, SORE THUMBS. - And every last one of them.. every last one.. Is working with and for – in some way, there’s a connection – George Soros. And anyone or anything attached to him, I can guarantee you is bad news for the United States. WATCH THESE PEOPLE! - And enjoy this with me, as we get down and a little dirty here. These people have all earned it. -
SO LISTEN UP! - The ENTIRE SYSTEM that we are all currently at War with here in the united States is the International system of Admiralty and Maritime Law of the Sea. ALL OF IT. - Judge Anna-Von: Reitz has spent the last (3) THREE YEARS straight, meticulously explaining all of this to you. I know because after her first Report to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, we put her on point as to provide this Nation with the education required to get everyone up to current speed!

THAT speed, is in the understanding and recognition of the International Admiralty and Maritime System of Law that has been unleashed here in the US in violation of its Jurisdiction. And in an act of “Inland Piracy” has everyone identified as a “VESSEL” or a “little boat” floating around in a “Sea of Space” and we’re all up for “capture”. (??) - What kind of Fairy-Tale horse-shit is that??! – I’m going to tell you what kind of fairy-tale that it is, it’s your worst nightmare; that’s what it is.

Because with their FRAUDULENT System and use of their Fraudulent International Weights &: Measures, they are unable to substantiate a reference point from whence to base any fact off of, and they’re disqualified in commerce with their failure to do so..

With the creation of the BIRTH-CERTIFICATE SYSTEM (and GOD only knows what else) FROM Cradle to Grave, your tail is owned – along with your soul – by these disgusting parasites that feed on us and LOOK TO OUR CHILDREN as the next course… in more ways than one! - PIZZA-GATE!!!?? WTF! IS THAT?!!- These are not people that sit in these seats of power, these are Animals. Wicked to their core; and their time has come. It’s time for us to GO AND GET THEM!

And now because all of the COMMON LAW COURTS in all 50 States of this Nation have been SYSTEMATICALLY Commandeered, rolled over and illegally PRESS-GANGED into the Maritime Jurisdiction of the Sea on dry ground and run as Corporate Federal Admiralty Courts, the illegal usurpation has come full circle to bite them on the ass.

Here’s where it gets good. As Judge Reitz has very well explained, we have been at Martial Law since the Abraham Lincoln days. Well surprise, surprise: guess what… we’re at double secret Martial Law. All Civil Authority’s been Legally Suspended and the Courts are Officially Closed by Great Britain and :COM: Gould BOTH, and that is — BECAUSE YOU GUYS ARE BEING KEPT IN THE DARK ABOUT IT!!

The bad-guys know that once you realize what :COM: Gould has done for this Nation – if not the world – you will do what THEY FEAR YOU WILL DO, and that is go and arrest EVERY LAST ONE OF THEM... AND WE SHOULD!! - THEY – ARE – GUILTY!
EVERYTHING – EVERYTHING, EVERYTHING, EVERYTHING IS OFFICIALLY CLOSED! – It is not supposed to be running like it did before 1999. It’s supposed to be running proper, like Michigan. Common Law Courts, NOT PRIVATE CORPORATE ADMIRALTY VESSELS IN DRY-DOCK.

Think about it! - (1.) Great Britain HAD TO VACATE EVERYTHING.! – This was part of the plan to surrender the country to the 17 TRILLION DOLLAR BANKRUPTCY!! – Great Britain put all of us - THE AMERICAN PEOPLE – [our souls] on the hook for 17 TRILLION debt using the BIRTH-CERTIFICATE SYSTEM TO DO IT!! - We were set up by criminals long ago to create a cash-crop off of!

They were about to SURRENDER OUR NATION’S FLAG - Along with the LAND ITSELF!! – AND THEN, they were going to “kick” us off of it!! – BY DEPOPULATING!! Sounds logical, doesn’t it?

OH, you’ll believe that these freaking MONSTERS will have sex with your babies, to the point that IN THEIR SICK and TWISTED SEXUAL PLEASURE they’ve TORTUOUSLY BROUGHT THESE CHILDREN TO THEIR DEATHS AND KILLED THEM!!!? - BUT YOU DON’T BELIEVE THAT THEY WOULD WIPE THIS NATION CLEAN WITH THAT SAME CHILD’S CARCASS TO RID YOU OF IT?!!? – WAKE UP!! – WAKE-UP!! –

These people are SOUL COOKING BABY SLAYERS! - WAKE – UP!!

Great Britain has been kicked out of the country. Any part of the US CONSTITUTION that in any way, tied us to Great Britain has DISSOLVED!! –

:Russell has the :TITLE-4 FLAG! HE IS THE :POSTMASTER-GENERAL. HE DID IT CORRECT AND THEY HATE HIM FOR IT – YOU CAN NOT HATE HIM TOO!!? - HE DID IT ALL FOR US… For the whole damn Nation.

THIS ENTIRE GROUP (Cabal) STARTS WITH KISSINGER, RUNS TO PA-PA BUSH, Jr. Bush, The Rothschild’s, The Clinton’s, Obama and right to George. SOROS! - Benjamin Fulford is 100% correct and has been for years.

The CABAL DOES NOT WANT WHAT :COM: Gould HAS ACCOMPLISHED, TO BE TRUE!… DON’T YOU GUYS GET IT???!! – HE HAS DEFEATED THEM: AND THEY KNOW IT! - BUSH SR. and Bill Clinton HAVE HIM LABELED INTERNATIONALLY AS “AN AGENT OF A FOREIGN POWER” !! - Do you know why?

So this whole Cabal pretends that he didn’t do it what he has done, and continues to do; and this Criminal Syndicate literally says that the American people are all too stupid to believe it, let alone understand how it could have even been accomplished… … And they tell him as much to his face. - “the people are too
stupid : Russell! No one is going to believe you! - They’re all too damn stupid, they’ll never get it no matter what you do & no matter what you say!” - And with that,... they talk shit,... some bash him...They say, “Just because you’re right Russell, doesn’t give you the might. So until you have an ARMY at your back, or the US Special Forces actually realize what the hell it is that you’ve done... good luck exercising any of that authority.”

Think about that. We’re at Martial Law. All Civil Authority’s been suspended, the Courts are closed, the Military (other than US NAVY) has NO FLAG, NO COUNTRY, and is therefore, a ROGUE Corporation being charged for murder. And if it’s anything other than that... what is it?

The BOARDERS ARE NOT BEING ENFORCED! - THE LAND IS OPENED TO BE CONQUERED AND THEY’RE SHOWING THIS WEAKNESS ON GLOBAL MEDIA OUTLETS! WORLD WIDE! - (DO YOU GET IT??!!) – And there is NO LAW to stop the State Malita’s from patrolling the Boarder OR ANY AND ALL of your State Territory. As a matter of fact, that’s your job. Go do your job.

OBAMA, LIES about being an American, why?? - because in 1999 the freaking ACTUAL US CONSTITUTION DISSOLVED you crazy-people. - THERE ARE NO RULES TO HOLD THEM TO!!! – NO LAWS THAT APPLY TO THEM!! AND THEY KNOW THIS! - THEY KNOW IT, AND THEY KNOW THAT YOU DON’T ! - But they’ll hold all of you to it.

SO Seriously, what did Obama do?? WHAT DID OBAMA DO AMERICA!!?? WHAT??! - HE DECLARED WAR ON YOU! - UPON ALL OF US. HE LIED, FILED A FRAUDULENT FEDERAL DOCUMENT TO GAIN ACCESS TO THE HIGHEST FEDERAL PLATFORM IN THE NATION, “FORCED YOU” - VIOLATED YOUR FREEDOM OF CHOICE -TO BUY HIS HEALTH-CARE (Agenda 21) OR GO TO JAIL & PAY A FINE.

OBAMA – on top of being a deviant - THEN DEPLOYED 100-THOUSAND (plus) MUSLIMS INTO THE COUNTRY AS AN ARMY IN AN ATTEMPT TO CONQUER YOUR SORRY ASSES WITH SHARIA-LAW?? HE’S MUSLIM - THE DOD TRACKED THE BILLIONS HE GAVE TO THEM AND THEIR GROUPS TO SUPPORT THE ENTIRE EFFORT – HERE AND ABROAD - (DOD’s investigation will confirm it) -

WHAT THE F*** IS ISLAM??!! - IT'S AN IDEOLOGY, NOT A RELIGION, IT'S ANTI-RELIGION - IT'S SHARIA OR DEATH!! THAT'S NOT FREEDOM OF RELIGION!! -- That’s enslavement; of the worst kind! - Has nothing to do with GOD.

THIS NATION IS OPEN FOR ATTACK!! - THERE IS NO GOVERNMENT WORKING TO PROTECT YOU OR THIS COUNTRY!! THE ENTIRE WASHINGTON, DC CIRCUIT HAS BEEN COMPROMISED BY DEVIL WORSHIPING PEDOPHILES;
THESE MONSTERS ARE AT WAR WITH YOU! ...WAKE UP! –

TREY GOWDY IS HAVING A SHIT-FIT TRYING TO GET THE TRUTH OUT OF THESE J-HOLES; THEY'RE ALL LIARS! EVERY ONE OF THEM. - LIARS, THAT ARE THEMSELVES, THE VERY CRIMINALS THAT NEED PRISON CELLS... AND THEY'RE ALL PROTECTING EACH OTHER!! - HELL, TREY GOWDY IS UNDER 24/7 ARMED PROTECTION (WITH HIS ENTIRE FAMILY) TO STAY SAFE.

CLOSE TO EVERY LAST SENATOR (92 OF THEM) HAVE BEEN COMPROMISED AT SOME LEVEL AND HAVE BEEN HELD HOSTAGE TO THE CLINTON’S – HILLARY OF ALL PEOPLE – TALK ABOUT EVIL. – BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THEY ARE THE "RING-LEADERS" OF THE DOWN AND DIRTY. - FBI DIRECTOR COMEY IS SCARED TO DEATH OF HILLARY CLINTON AND HER MURDERING GOON-SQUAD. Why don’t you think that she’s been arrested yet??!! - Lets hear it Mr. Skeptical?? (!!!)

THE CLINTON FOUNDATION WAS – AND HAD BEEN - THE "CENTRAL BANK" AND “CLEARING HOUSE” FOR A GREAT DEAL OF THE MONEY LAUNDERING and for THE SHIPPING &: RECEIVING AND MOVEMENTS OF ALL MONEY, MILITARY WEAPONS, DRUGS AND DRUG-RUNNING; TO INCLUDE... EVENTUALLY BECOMING "THE HOOK-UP" FOR THE ENTIRE PEDOPHILIA RING.

THE E-MAILS THAT FBI DIRECTOR COMEY IS ANSWERING FOR NOT GETTING FROM "Hillary Rodham Clinton’s Web-Server, Hard-drive, External Data-base, whatever and all of it," WILL DESTROY ALL OF THEM! - BECAUSE IT WILL VALIDATE THAT THEY'RE ALL INVOLVED IN IT TO SOME DEGREE WITH THAT CLINTON FOUNDATION...IT WAS THE “HUB”, AND THEY FEAR THE CONTENTS OF THOSE E-MAILS.... SOMETHING FIERCE.... Guilty by association, right?? Making sense?

THE CLINTON’S ARE ALSO COOPERATIVELY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CREATION AND FUNDING OF ISIS, ISOL, AND WHAT EVER OTHER TERRORIST MILITIAS THEY’VE DEVELOPED and SUPPLIED or FUNDED FOR WAR IN THE MIDDLE EAST... (Oh.. war on terror... all of it...bullshit)

10 U.S. Code § 904 - Art. 104. Aiding the enemy

Any person who—
(1) aids, or attempts to aid, the enemy with arms, ammunition, supplies, money, or other things; or

(2) without proper authority, knowingly harbors or protects or gives intelligence to, or communicates or correponds with or holds any intercourse with the enemy,
either directly or indirectly; shall suffer death or such other punishment as a court-martial or military commission may direct.

- ... AND ALL THE WHILE,... CONTINUING THEIR DEVIL WORSHIP WITH THEIR SICK (these people are sick) SICK TWISTED SEXUAL FANTASY BLOOD-BATH MURDERING OF INNOCENT CHILDREN THAT IS DONE TO SATISFY THEIR DEVIAN'T SEXUAL DESIRES!! - ... (These people are going to burn in hell)

This shit show is over. They’re all going to jail. I SAY WE ARREST EVERY LAST ONE OF THEM.

THE ENTIRE LEADERSHIP OF THE WASHINGTON FLAGSHIP (MINUS TRUMP and his DETAIL) IS INVOLVED AND I’M GLAD THAT CORPORATE PRESIDENT TRUMP IS STICKING IT OUT AND KICKING SOME ASS UP THERE; WE’RE PROUD OF YOU! - You had better believe that the entire US Special Operations Community is behind you and watching this shit-show. Like Hawks.

That means that the rest of OUR MILITARY TROOPS, need to be brought home – without delay – to include every last piece of equipment that was sent with them. Truth be told, their President needs them here, and so do we, right now more than ever; especially in light of the FACT that he has taken on the NWO in the White House and right here in the united States and is currently, AT WAR WITH THEM! - IT’S TIME TO CLEAN THE REFRIGERATOR OUT! - I wonder if George Soros See's the drone?... The drone See's everyone.

This is the same NWO group outlined above, that had :COM: Gould, beaten for conquering them across the board, himself... THAT STILL STANDS GLOBALLY !! - COWARDS. - And they are now attacking and are AT WAR WITH TRUMP.

Bill and Hil.. (Akh-eh! Ach!) Hillary Clinton (ugh!); (Gun Runners & the Master-Minds of ISIS, ISOL, &: blah, blah, etc..) you're going to Prison! Bush & Bush Jr, you’re going to Prison for authorizing it all.

Obama... (Mr. Infiltration... Saboteur) YOU SLIME BISCUIT, You’re going to Prison, in Hell. - Nancy Pelosi, you too; bye-bye lady with autism.

Barbra Boxer, you’d better pray; and ALL OF THE REST OF YOU... that were, or have ever been involved with any of these CRIMINALS and worked subversion or corruption in any manner against this Country or the American People of this GREAT NATION - CONSTITUTION IN PLACE OR NOT! - in order to incite National Civil Disorder & COERCIVE National Unrest... from the TOP, DOWN... all of you, are hereby Officially Notified to SURRENDER and TURN YOURSELVES IN to an Active Duty Military BASE or FORT nearest to your location; where YOU WILL
SURRENDER and ANSWER for your CRIMES AGAINST THIS NATION. - So we will consider this an OFFICIAL WARRANT, for your arrests.

To every Congressman that has EVER - in their career as such – worked to subvert or corrupt the Constitutional American FREEDOMS - CONSTITUTION IN PLACE OR NOT! - or its System of checks and balances here in this Great Nation...whether for profit or not, guess what? - Your name is on every piece of illegal, subversive and despotic traitorous piece of paper that the people of this Nation have ever had the displeasure to see someone disparagingly sign. And by the grace of God, your time has come. Consider this an Official Notice of a WARRANT that is also to be sworn out for your arrests.

I would suggest the nearest Sheriff's Department or some “other” venue of Civil Law Enforcement, but we are at Martial Law... and all Civil Authority’s been suspended. That means the Courts are closed; but you knew that already, didn’t you? ... you crooks... you criminals. You should stand ashamed... and you will. THIS... is your day of reckoning.... (isn’t it?) And since the Courts are closed... None of you shall receive a Trial; and you don’t deserve one.

So you see,... there is NO CONTINGENCY nor AUTHORITY that these Criminals are to be made to answer to... outside of the United States Military. So, with that they are now, IT WOULD SEEM, as of this moment, all FUGITIVES. I would go so far as to call them all TRAITORS ON THE RUN! -- All I can say, is that I would hate to be any one of you.

CONGRESSMAN :Trey-Gowdy!! - GO GET THEM, SIR! You’re doing a hell of a job up there. Keep the heat on them and DO NOT let them evade your questions. When they’re in front of you, YOU’RE THE BOSS. And more importantly, at that present time, YOU’RE THEIR BOSS! - Let them have it. They’ve earned it. AND WE, the American People, and I’m talking about the Warriors Past &: Present – the Oath Keepers of this Great Nation – are going to “stand-too”, AT THE READY,. And if for one instant, anyone conducting any part of this National CLEAN OUT is harmed or even threatened,... I will tell those criminals, that they will answer to us. Expect it. -

IF the Government concept of “ROME” works to infuriate the people of “ROME”, who become an angry Mob, and “THE MOB” itself be made up of the people of ROME, then “ROME IS THE MOB.” - ..Remember that? - the people are the Government and they decide what it will, or will not be; by unanimous vote. I don’t care what your position is, and if it’s a Private Corporate one, you’re dismissed.

MARTIAL LAW

1: the law applied in occupied territory by the military authority of the occupying power - (Do you guys reading this now understand why the 100,000 ISLAMIC
Christian Terrorists were deployed here by Obama? – Do you get why the COPS can’t do anything? – Do you get that your Nation is open for conquering?? – Obama knew this from day one. – ) - He needs Arrested.

2: the law administered by military forces; when the civilian law enforcement agencies ARE CLOSED in direct relation to MARTIAL LAW.

WASHINGTON, DC... THE CIRCUIT...THE FEDERAL APPARATUS... IS ON FIRE AND BURNING TO THE GROUND...Beware, because if they can, or are allowed, they’re going to try and take the whole Nation down with them. Hillary is a rattlesnake.

I want to take an HONORABLE MOMENT HERE... to mention this Nation’s other GOOD MEN! – FALLEN MEN! - Struck down by these SICK and DISGUSTING FREAKS! – GOOD MEN! LIKE FBI Director Ted Gunderson... A GOOD MAN... AND TO THE MANY, MANY MORE JUST LIKE HIM!... GOOD MEN! ... Good men that had these criminals all pegged for not only WHO they are... but for WHAT they are... and these CRIMINALS REMAIN TO BE... even after they’ve killed those Good Men. - But burying the story sure doesn’t bury the Truth.

To the Military Families that have lost a loved one due to the heresy revolving around the actions associated with this Criminal Syndicate, be prepared to file your law­suits against them because they will still answer to you if it is found that for any reason they used this Nation’s Military for their own agenda’s, resulting in the loss of your loved one and one of our Nation’s finest.

OKAY NOW – That’s sufficient – I’ve dropped enough of a payload of nonsensical rant onto the table to hold us off for now, I apologize, that’s what happens when passion takes over and control is lost to the moment. But what I want to reiterate here is this... Burying the story doesn’t necessarily bury the Truth; and it never will. It doesn’t make it magically ALL GO AWAY. – Because It will come back to bite you right on your ass; that’s usually what happens,... to the down and dirty.

So what happened after 2 NOV 1999?... What happened to :COM: Gould becoming the Nation’s actual Commander in Chief?? – Why doesn’t America know any of this?

For one, they’ve become so disenfranchised by all of the spun-up bull-honkie that they see on the Psychological Warfare Weapon – it’s still classified as an ENTERTAINMENT DEVICE - they call a TELL-A-VISION PROGRAMMING DEVICE – Uh.. Hello!? - ... THAT THEY NOW.... do not want anything to do with any of it; and that’s what the “bad-guys” wanted.
And Second, they’re all too danged busy watching Football or MMA Fights; and I can’t say as I blame them, but this is still our problem and it is NOW time to deal with it. ALL OF IT.

REELING IT BACK IN...

THESE, are the sufferings of America and the sufferings of the American People for more than 27 years now. The greater part of these sufferings started sometime a few years shortly before 1986 – about the time George Herbert Walker Bush was the Director of the CIA...1985..? But most assuredly and definitely after 1989 with the Appointment of George Herbert Walker Bush, the once CIA Director, to his new station as the Private Corporate President for the United States. - How ironic that this... person was allowed to do this, and LITERALLY tell us TO OUR FACES – From right out of the Oval Office, ON TELEVISION – (its recorded) “we will have a New World Order, one way, or the other” from that position while at that moment he was an ACTIVE COMMANDER IN CHIEF (CINC). Is that not TREASON? - I say we draw up the charges.

After Bush Sr., (God, help us) it was worse with Clinton and only got worse... and had PROCEEDED after Clinton TO get much, much worse and well beyond any compare... with Barrack O-(ehh!-Ack!) bama. (excuse me.) - The likes of a Tyrant the United States of America has NEVER seen the horrors of such a despot. - He is singlehandedly and solely responsible - and the first President in American History - to chase the ENTIRE CONGRESSIONAL BODY OUT OF DC and OFF OF CAPITAL HILL. Whereby with that, they did close the Government of the United States down, and end it. - YET AGAIN.. Another Government shut-down & close, ending all law.

At this point, every last individual should have been FIRED – to include (Ugh!) Ob (eh!) bama, (ach!) - (excuse me) and furthermore, another brand new election process should have ensued.

Responsible is NOT a word that I would use to describe (ujk!).. Barr(egh!) (excuse me) as an individual whom shut the ENTIRE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT APPARATUS in Washington, DC DOWN!...all by himself. This is the United States Government – Americans - shutting down... and quitting.... “THEY” didn’t even want to consider playing (AGENDA 21) with him.... That’s how DIRTY and Unscrupulously bold this Tyrannical piece of Kentucky-Fried Kenyan liar is. That’s right, you heard me; HE’S KENYAN! PROVE THAT HE’S AMERICAN! YOU CAN’T! (fake birth-certificate that can’t prove jack) – HE SHOULD BE IN PRISON. Freaking Cowards. He’s a LIAR.

But that wasn’t the worst.. if you can believe that. No, the WORST was yet to come with the NWO’S last attempt to take this Nation down once and for all. And this was their last card... an actual (Card Carrying) BABY-SLAYING WITCH; That is more like
THE NIGHTMARE MONSTER IN THE CLOSET; and it’s name,... -or at least they call it - ...Hillary.

Yes... she was going to emasculate the Nation, disarm the men, end Industry, open the Boarders, close down the clothing stores, unleash MONSANTO, and start taking babies from anyone and everyone, hand them over to the UN, and I'm pretty sure that she would take them from just about anywhere... where ever she went, for her own agenda's too. (Pizza-Gate) Can you imagine??!! I wouldn't let her within 1,000 YARDS of my house, my children, a school, or yours.

That female is the most evil creature that I've ever had the displeasure of having as a “First-Lady”(!?) here for my country; and as well, the WORST Secretary of State in ALL American History. Talk about a full-time disgrace. I don’t even know where to start. - “So four Americans died...Blah.. So what!” - “I’ve never sent Classified e-mails..” - “I have a Brain-Tumor, I'm taking Medical Leave of absence as Sec. Of State”. "I did all that I could for those men at Benghazi.” - “Yea, I think I'll run for President, I'm a shoe-in!..” (?!!) – How many more LIES can you tell, lady?!

And you think that you’re going to run for President in 2020..?... Ha! What a joke. President of what,. Guam.. Samoa? They won’t vote for you either.

... Are you kidding me Gentlemen?... Really..? Yeah.. Good job getting those Arabian money-laundering, pedophile, gun &: drug running “chain-letter” e-mails to the HOUSE OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE so that we could get her locked-up and packed into a prison-box, away from the rest of society. (Geez.. do your job!)

This is who and what we have at the auxiliary helm assisting with the lost “GUIDANCE” of this [once] Great Nation? .. this is what we have representing us as Ambassadors?.. These.. are the International Representatives... and leaders of our Country?? – That is NOT leadership, and THOSE,... those are NOT my leaders, nor my representatives of any kind.

This is what the Federal Apparatus has brought down on America and allowed to ensue in our Nation’s GOVERNMENT FLAGSHIP. (?!)

Since Presidents JFK &: Reagan, Decency, Moral Integrity, Character, Class, Respectability, Patriotism, Love of God and Country, and the Spiritual Guidance and HOPE, that this Nation EXPECTS IN ITS LEADERSHIP...IS WHOLLY HELL-AND-GONE FROM THIS NATION AND MOST ASSUREDLY GONE FROM DC, AND HAS BEEN FOR MORE THAN 25 YEARS!!

This is abysmal... in as much as it is dismal. Is there no hope for us to get an Actual American Soldier back up There to get this Country of ours back on the course of its moral compass?!
THIS IS DISGRACEFUL!! – ARE YOU KIDDING ME!!?

This is an absolute Global Embarrassment of Colossal Proportion and is furthermore unforgivable. You should all stand ashamed. I’m disgusted... you’re all Pigs; all of you. This is not a display of Leadership in America. It’s an insult and a slap in the face of the American Public. A Vulgar and Detestable display only second to the lack of Leadership, accompanied by lack of respectability, a moral compass, spiritual decency and Civility. This is disgustingly, disgustingly pathetic.

It is an absolutely contemptible daily disgrace, to me and my family, to know that these people have not been arrested and permanently banned from office YET!. - It’s an ABSOLUTE EMBARRASSMENT and COMPLETE EMBARRASSMENT to me as a Soldier of this Nation...and to the rest of the United States Military..of that, my good Sir.. I am absolutely sure. There are Soldiers from over Sea’s that wonder,. WTF?! When they ask why all of you Criminals are not in jail yet. (!!) It’s true, THEY ASK! -You people are a disgrace!

None of those people up there in Washington, DC represent me, as “An American”, or my family, or any part of our family; nor do they share our American family values in any sense of the manner and quite frankly, that’s alarming. And I am sure that the family of this Christian Nation’s Christian Churches will agree with me on this. THAT'S RIGHT! - Don’t act like it’s anything less. Scalawags. This is Christ’s House; this is the Nation of the Sons & Daughters of GOD.

But these in Washington, they hold not to that which is sacred, they’ve removed the 10 Commandments – GOD’S outline of what it is to be a good Soul and a descent human-being on planet Earth – down from our Nation’s Court Houses, and further tried to remove GOD Himself, as well, from HIS SEAT as the Head of our Government here in the United States of America. There is NO QUESTION about HIS SEAT at the head of our Nation’s Table.

These peo-.. Creatures... malevolently slay...they slay small trusting innocent... children in their disgusting sexual acts of deviancy. ...Which is nothing more than the murder of an innocent soul for their sexual pleasure. (this is sick) THESE CREATURES,...right here.. These Gentlemen... These are the ones that we have outfitted and - AUTHORIZED YOU – to protect and defend us from, every last one of us,...and as well, this entire Nation. Do you hear me??! - What in the hell are you waiting for?!!

This is NOT something that our Forefathers here in the United States of America would have ever stood for. Not for one minute. ...Not – one – single minute. THIS IS OUR NATION’S FLAGSHIPS GENTLEMEN. And it’s just...WOEFUL.

This is our Senior Leadership, and these are the subordinate executive contingencies “at work” to protect this Nation, from all enemies both Foreign, and
Domestic...so help them GOD. – Are you sure you Secret Service Guys are not protecting the bad-guys from us, and that it’s not... THE Sick and Twisted Pedophile, Gun-Running, Gun Runners, Coke and Heroin Dealers, Military Weapons; and small-arms and crew-served, light-wheel-50cal mount-ready,... “Oh, you’ll trade me for 2 little boys &: $50,000 for all of it..?”, Mr. Freaking Straight-Jacket Poster-Boy himself... that YOU’RE protecting FROM US?? - – So that we can’t stop him/her?? –

FURTHER ALLOWING THE DEVIANT TO CARRY-ON in Heresy and Sacrilege WITH SMALL, OR EVEN.. (dear God) ..infant, CHILDREN..?.. Have you lost it?!

:ARE YOU SURE THAT WE – the American People - ARE THE BAD GUYS, GENIUS?!

ARE YOU SURE THAT “THOSE FREAKS”..THOSE RIGHT THERE.. ARE YOU SURE THAT THOSE FREAKS THAT “SIC” YOU ON US, LIKE TRAINED DOGS, AREN'T THIS NATION’S REAL CRIMINALS AND SOCIAL TERRORISTS?? ...You’d better wake-up billy. –

And with that... I digress... – It’s time for us all to wake up.

Ladies and Gentlemen... 17 years ago our Great Nation was about to get its ass handed to it and kicked back into the stone-age by a Foreign Internal Conspiracy and an International Criminal Syndicate that had infiltrated the US Government to destroy it. The plan was foiled by a Hero named :Russell-Jay: Gould just before it could be kicked off.

The bad thing is that the “REAL Criminals” are the Executive leaders of the Country itself. From the Top Office to the Bottom Office. And it is further still, surrounded by Spy offices that are all full of Criminals that have been hired by the Executive Criminals.

None the less the hero of the story – who is 110% CORRECT across the board – is made out to be somewhat of a “crack-pot” to the public, by the Criminals, in their Criminal effort to NOT GET CAUGHT by the Hero’s whole Nation; who are quite frankly, too dumb to know what is going on.

So, the Criminals can’t prove that the Good Guy is wrong, but they kick him out and call him dangerous, and alert their minions to his presence and tell them to watch him, so that he doesn’t thwart their plans further.

Then, because the Hero was Correct, the WHOLE GOVERNMENT gets Reformed, just as planned and just as the Hero had foreseen. Except, the hero actually did a
good job of wrecking the Criminals plans. So it takes them a little longer to get things ready to really be mean and nasty to the people of the Hero’s country. Their plan is to take all of the money of the Hero’s Nation away from them, shut down their Banks, and really make them hurt. And after that, it’s going to get dark here in America. Too dark to talk about here.

THIS IS ALL BECAUSE HE HAS NO MILITARY TO ASSIST HIM.

And now... for the last 17 years, since no one heard, or listened to the Hero as he CRIED OUT... the Criminals now use our Military, by deploying them around the world to destabilize Entire Regions and Area’s, to eventually force their Banks into those locations. Whereby, just like the US,... they could be enslaved to interest rates.

Ladies and Gentlemen, :Russell-Jay: Gould was 100% CORRECT in 1999, and it is obvious that those Criminals – who are now readily identified as such – threw the Real Patriot under the bus, fortified their positions against him from within our Government’s walls, and vindictively identified him to the INTERNAL INTELLIGENCE APPARATUS OF OUR COUNTRY as an “AGENT OF A FOREIGN POWER”, just so they could punk and harass him when they feel like it (which is all wrong) and then pointed the finger to obfuscate their actions and identities as Usurpers, Spies, Saboteurs and who are themselves, Enemy Agents to our Government, and ARE NOTHING but Soldiers of the NEW WORLD ORDER.

THAT.. “AGENT OF A FOREIGN POWER”.,(Erroneously Identified by Enemy Agents to our Nation’s Government) JUST SO HAPPENS TO BE AN AMERICAN... AND A GOOD FRIEND OF MINE, THAT POTENTIALLY JUST SAVED MY FLAG, MY NATION, AND MY ASS FROM A PRECONCEIVED INTERNAL FOREIGN CONSPIRACY AND DOMESTIC NATIONAL SECURITY THREAT THAT HAD THE POTENTIALITY TO DISSOLVE AND END MY GOVERNMENT and MY NATION ACROSS THE BOARD.

– ... DON’T YOU THINK THAT MAYBE,, JUST MAYBE, OUR NATION, WHO SHOULD BE ETERNALLY GRATEFUL TO THIS MAN.. OWES THIS GENTLEMAN A SMALL DEBT, IF NOT OUR ETERNAL THANKS and UNCONDITIONAL GRATITUDE?? – THIS ENTIRE SITUATION NEEDS TO BE REVISITED AND SEEN FOR WHAT IT WAS, AND WHAT IT HAS NOW BECOME... And this Man needs to be brought home AND.. SO DOES THAT FLAG! ...and those criminals need to go.

AND MASSIVE MOVE TO DISSOLVE IT ALL, HE TOOK AWAY ANY AUTHORIZATION THEY’VE EVER HAD TO UTILIZE THAT SYSTEM EVER AGAIN. THATS BECAUSE IT IS ALL A FRAUD.

And the BAD-GUYS, HAVE RECONSTRUCTED THE SAME OLD FRAUDULENT SYSTEM THAT :FEDERAL-POSTAL-JUDGE, POSTMASTER-GENERAL OF OUR WORLD, COMMANDER &: CHIEF: Russell-Jay: Gould, TOOK DOWN IN 1999, AND ARE CONTINUING TO USE IT AGAINST YOU, JUST AS BEFORE. AT THE SAME TIME TELLING YOU THAT YOU CAN NOW SALUTE ANY FLAG, OR WHAT EVER FLAG THEY TELL YOU IS YOUR FLAG… BECAUSE :Russell, HAS OUR FLAG.

MAKE NO MISTAKE, HE IS THE NATION’S TRUE :COMMANDER &: CHIEF, AND IT’S BEING KEPT FROM US, AND IT NEEDS TO BE OPENLY ADDRESSED BY EVERYONE IN THIS ENTIRE NATION, STARTING WITH THE ARMED FORCES.

With that being recognized as the fact behind the finding in this report, we ask that all modification to these American Celebration Entitlements cease and desist until further review and proper negotiations with the OFFICIAL Copyright and Patent Holder of the FLAG :Russell-Jay: Gould, have officially concluded that a TREATY, or an Agreement, Pact and/or An Accord of some kind, can be reached in relation to that FLAG.

And as much as I detest repeating myself… America, this is your last opportunity… OUR last opportunity… to end all of the insurrections in this Nation. …So we need to help President Donald Trump, big time with this clean-out.

EVERY TIME, ANY PUBLIC OFFICE OFFICIAL, OR REPRESENTATIVE AT ANY LEVEL ACROSS THIS NATION, Does Anything even remotely questionable to ATTACK you or ANY FREEDOM THAT IS, BY GOD YOURS, YOU GO AND ARREST THEM ON THE SPOT!! – AND PHYSICALLY REMOVE THEM FROM THAT OFFICE AND SUSPEND THEIR POWER THROUGH PUBLIC POSTING IN THE LOCAL NEWS-PAPER!

Other than that, seriously… America… the Contracts that we all use globally, are fraudulent just like :Russ and :Dave, LITERALLY SHOW YOU.. IN FULL COLOR AND ON VIDEO… The only BIG FIX that we can implement to stop the fraud against us as a Nation… is to enforce QUANTUM CONTRACT LAW upon the CITY COUNCILS across America… and DO NOT COMPROMISE, and do not use anything else.

DEMAND IT! – DEMAND CORRECTNESS!

Short of the ABSOLUTE REPLACEMENT of EVERY LAST SOLITARY, SINGLE INDIVIDUAL PERSON, WORKING IN EVERY LAST GOVERNMENT OFFICE IN THIS NATION; FROM DC, DOWN TO THE Mayor and CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS IN
EVERY STATE ACROSS THIS NATION... there is no other way to effectively guarantee that their infiltration and infestation of our Nation’s Government and our Government Systems has been NEUTRALIZED and that their NEW WORLD ORDER “shit” has been thoroughly cleaned out, and removed from out of our Nation’s House.

– All of you people that are connected to that NWO Apparatus, hold on to your shorts because... You’re all fired; all of you. And now that you’ve officially been notified... Get out! -

---

:USC :TITLE-4 FLAG-REPORT:

SPECIAL INVESTIGATION AND REPORT

- FOR IN THE DEFENSE OF -

[THE :TITLE-4 FEDERAL-FLAG for the Government of the UNITED STATES of AMERICA:]

THE THANKS FOR BEING A HERO
(12 AUG 1999 – 02 NOV 1999)

THE END RESULT OF AN INTELLIGENT MAN; WHOM, FOR MANY (over 20) YEARS PRIOR, HAD RELEGATED HIMSELF TO THE STUDY OF LAW – NOT JUST ONE BUT THE HIGHEST HUMAN AND GLOBAL LAWS KNOWN AND UNKNOWN – CIVIL LAW, FINANCE LAW, BANKRUPTCY LAW, CASE LAW, CONTRACT LAW, FEDERAL LAW, CORPORATE LAW, CRIMINAL LAW, INTERNATIONAL BANKING LAW, INTERNATIONAL ADMIRALTY &: MARITIME LAW OF THE SEA, THE UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE, LAW OF THE FLAG, MILITARY LAW, MARTIAL LAW, LAW OF NATIONS, MILITARY WAR AND WAR TACTICS OF ALL KIND; ASYMMETRIC AND SPECIAL WARFARE COMBAT ON LAND, AIR, SEA; ON AND UNDER THE WATER, WAR OF DECEPTION, PSYCHOLOGICAL, INTERNATIONAL TREATY LAW, UNIVERSAL LAW, COSMIC LAW, ALCHEMY, SOLOMON’S LAW, THE LAW OF ONE, and ...GOD’S LAW; WHAT EVER BECAME OF THAT MAN..?...

He patiently waits... in the wings of his own Nation... for his Nation to come to their senses.

That means that he’s waiting on you...
FOR THE LOVE OF GOD AND COUNTRY

ALL OF MY LIFE, I have had an inherent love for GOD and my Country... but what did it, or...initiated that great spark inside of me.. and really lit that fire – and keeps it lit and burning bright, is the sight of this Nation’s Flag; waving gloriously ... gently.. as a ribbon of pride... and of sweet victory. ..She slowly rocks.. back and forth in my Heart... with a rhythm all her own.. a rhythm for Truth... and a rhythm of Freedom... A Freedom that’s all Her own.

But She doesn’t do it alone... no, she’ll never do it alone... and She’ll never stand alone either... not in my Heart... not while my brothers are here with me... and not while the Star Spangled Banner is playing Triumphantly in the background. NO!...NO NOT EVER! ... and that is THE GREATEST DAMNED SONG I’VE EVER HEARD IN MY ENTIRE LIFE. ...and every single time that I hear that song... and I’m in front of that FLAG.. that great big beautiful, long draping, smooth flowing.. TITLE-4 FLAG for this Nation... I look to the Sky... and a little bit of me dies... - ...I look to the Sky just over the arch of that ball that sits on top of that pole... and as soon as I think about all of the great men that have come before me,... to give me such a beautiful thing... I begin to weep. ... And it’s not so much that I weep for they whom gave me that Flag... ... IT’S THAT THEY DIED TO DO IT... ..AND THEY DIED FOR THAT FLAG.... - They died for it... and they died for me. .....and that’s what makes me weep...

I love this Country more than anything in this world... and every time that I see that Flag... I thank GOD for it. ....and I'll continue to do so until that day that I die.... I only hope, and I pray... ..that I’m honored enough one day... to die for it as well. – ...because GOD knows that I would.

THAT FLAG... is the most beautiful thing that I’ve ever seen in my life.

And everything that we have... and everything that we enjoy... here in the United States... ... is because we’re standing underneath of that Flag. -

THIS NATION STARTED WITH A :TITLE-4 FEDERAL FLAG REPRESENTING THIS NATION’S GOVERNMENT, AND BY GOD, WE’RE GOING TO FINISH WITH ONE REPRESENTING THIS NATION’S GOVERNMENT.

Here’s to CHIEF and Russ.
SPECIAL INVESTIGATION AND REPORT

- FOR IN THE DEFENSE OF -

THE THANKS FOR BEING A HERO
(12 AUG 1999 – 02 NOV 1999)

FOR WITH THESE ACTIONS - : ~12 Actions National Protection and Defense; &: 1 LAW.
FOR TO PROTECT &: DEFEND AGAINST: Are here-by Enacted for Official Recognition:

—JULY 22, 1999 113 STAT. 205 LEGISLATIVE HISTORY—H.R. 4 (S.257)

~1.) DECEPTIVE MAIL PREVENTION AND ENFORCEMENT ACT

~2.) AMENDMENT OF TITLE 39, UNITED STATES CODE - SECTION 3001

~3.) FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD RETIREMENT PORTABILITY ACT

TITLE 5 -
~4.) ** REORGANIZATION OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES **
:Under
CHAPTER 84—

~5.) THE FEDERAL EMPLOYEES ENTIRE RETIREMENT SYSTEM

~6.) TITLE III
AMENDMENT TO THE FEDERAL PROPERTY AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES ACT OF 1949
~7.) TRANSFER OF CERTAIN PROPERTY
TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS. – [Trash removal]

~8.) ** INTELLIGENCE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FISCAL YEAR 2000 **

~9.) TITLE V
FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AND INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM INVESTIGATIONS SEC. 601.
~10.) – [ADDED]-(a.)EXPANSION OF DEFINITION OF “AGENT OF A FOREIGN POWER”

SEC. 2.
~11.)** NATIONAL MISSILE DEFENSE POLICY **  
- F.B.I. -

~12.) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION NOW REPORTS  
TO OTHER EXECUTIVE AGENCIES ON RESULTS OF  
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES.

~13.) PUBLIC LAW 106–38  
All of this information is to be found as documented below.

—JULY 22, 1999 113 STAT. 205 LEGISLATIVE HISTORY—H.R. 4 (S.257)  
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Vol. 145 (1999): May 13, considered and passed House. July 20, 21,  
considered and passed Senate, amended. Nov. 9, House agreed to conference report. Nov. 19, Senate  
agreed to conference report. WEEKLY COMPILATION OF PRESIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS, Vol. 35  

"AGENT OF A FOREIGN POWER"

UNCLASSIFIED

Title 11 of the United States Code, also known as the United States Bankruptcy Code, is the  
source of bankruptcy law in the United States Code.

:SUSC :TITLE-4 FLAG-REPORT:

SPECIAL INVESTIGATION AND REPORT

- FOR IN THE DEFENSE OF  
(THE :TITLE-4 FEDERAL-FLAG for the Government of the UNITED STATES of AMERICA  
- **CONGRESSIONAL DOCUMENTS BELOW** -
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